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Abstract
The introduction of hybrid powertrains has made it possible to utilise
unconventional engines as primary power units in vehicles. The freepiston energy converter (FPEC) is such an engine. It is a combination
of a free-piston combustion engine and a linear electrical machine. The
main features of this configuration are high efficiency and a rapid transient response.
In this thesis the free-piston energy converter as part of a hybrid
powertrain is studied. One issue of the FPEC is the generation of pulsating power due to the reciprocating motion of the translator. These pulsations affect the components in the powertrain. However, it is shown
that these pulsations can be handled by a normal sized DC-link capacitor bank. In addition, two approaches to reduce these pulsations are
suggested: the first approach is using generator force control and the
second approach is based on phase-shifted operation of two FPEC units.
The latter approach results in higher frequency and lower amplitude of
the pulsations, which reduce the capacitor losses.
The FPEC start-up requirements are analysed and by choosing the
correct amplitude of the generator force during start-up the energy
consumption can be minimised.
The performance gain of utilising the FPEC in a medium sized series hybrid electric vehicle (SHEV) is also studied. An FPEC model
suitable for vehicle simulation is developed and a series hybrid powertrain, with the same performance as the Toyota Prius, is dimensioned
and modelled.
Optimisation is utilised to find a lower limit on the SHEV’s fuel
consumption for a given drivecycle. In addition, three power management control strategies for the FPEC system are investigated: two loadfollowing strategies using one and two FPEC units respectively and one
strategy based on the ideas of an equivalent consumption minimisation
(ECM) proposed earlier in the literature.
The results show a significant decrease in fuel consumption, compared to a diesel-generator powered SHEV, just by replacing the dieselgenerator with an FPEC. This result is improved even more by using
two FPEC units to generate the propulsion power, as this increases the
efficiency at low loads. The ECM control strategy does not reduce the
fuel consumption compared to the load-following strategies but gives a
better utilisation of the available power sources.

Keywords: free-piston energy converter, FPEC, series hybrid electric vehicle, SHEV, power management, energy management, powertrain evaluation, equivalent consumption minimisation, linear engine.

Preface
When I started this work, in December 2003, hybrid vehicles were not
a common thing. Only a few models were available on the market and
very few were seen on the streets. On the other hand, one litre of gasoline costed 9 SEK and no subsidisations for owning an environmentally
friendly vehicle was available.
Today I often see hybrid vehicles driving in the city. In principle
all large car manufacturers, which do not have a hybrid vehicle on
the market today, have announced that they will shortly. This rising
interest has been a great inspiration for me in my work.

Project History
The free-piston engine considered in this thesis has been investigated
for quite some time now in Sweden. Sometime in 1996-97 a member
of the department of Mechanical Engineering, at the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH), contacted the department of Electrical Engineering. He had an idea of combining a free-piston combustion engine with
a linear electrical machine for generation of electric power. They in turn
presented the idea to ABB Corporate Research that also was interested
in investigating such a configuration.
In 1998 members from KTH and ABB visited Volvo Technology
(VTEC) to discuss the idea. It turned out that VTEC already had
done a small study about such a machine but chosen not to go further
as they believed that an electrical machine fulfilling the requirements
for such an application would be too bulky.
Nevertheless, when the electrical engineers had convinced Volvo that
an electrical machine suitable for a free-piston engine could be developed, they all decided to start a project under the name ”Fridolf”.
The division, which nowadays has the name Combustion and Multiphase Flow, at Chalmers University of Technology, was contacted for
combustion studies and funding was raised from the Swedish Energy
Agency.
In 2002 the Fridolf project turned into an European project with
EU funding. Partners, both from university and industry in several
European countries, then joined to develop a new technology with the
aim to be efficient and suitable for vehicle propulsion, auxiliary power
units and distributed generation. The result was a 45 kW free-piston
energy converter (FPEC) prototype.
To complement this work two national projects funded by the Swedish
Energy Agency were initiated in 2003. One project at Chalmers that
is investigating homogenous charge compression ignition combustion in
free-piston engines. The results so far from that project is presented in
[19]. The other project has resulted in the work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The interest in hybrid electrical vehicles (HEV) and dual-fuel vehicles
has increased dramatically the last few years. These vehicles have potential to have lower emissions and fuel consumption than conventional
vehicles of the same size. However, the rising interest in these vehicles
is probably not a result of a sudden environmental awareness from vehicle customers. Instead, this interest may be explained by economical
factors.
The rising oil price has made it somewhat more painful for people
to refuel their vehicle, which has increased the demand for vehicles
with good fuel economy. Moreover, subsidisations and tax reductions
have made it more beneficial to buy and own these types of cars. This
development came as a surprise to most car manufactures, but Toyota
was early with hybrid vehicles on the market and is dominating the
HEV sales today.
Most hybrid vehicles have a drivetrain consisting of a conventional
internal combustion engine (ICE) complemented in some way by an
electrical machine and an energy storage. As the ICE does not have
to provide all the propulsion power by itself, it can be utilised more
efficiently.
However, some hybrid solutions make it possible to rethink totally
when it comes to the ICE. In the series hybrid topology the primary
power unit (PPU), which usually is an ICE, is only electrically coupled
to the propelling electrical machine. As electrical power is required,
and not mechanical torque like in a conventional vehicle, the use of a
rotating engine and generator is not the only solution.
A promising non-rotating alternative as PPU is the free-piston energy converter (FPEC). The FPEC is a combination of a free-piston
combustion engine and a linear electrical machine. The moving part in
this engine, the translator, has a reciprocating motion determined by
the forces acting on the piston and not by a crankshaft. This gives ben1
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efits, both from combustion and mechanical points of view, resulting in
high efficiency and a rapid transient response. In a project parallel to
this the prototype in Figure 1.1 has been built.
This type of energy converter has achieved increased attention during the last years. However, most published material focuses on mechanical design, electrical machine design, low-level control or combustion.
Few results where entire FPEC systems are considered can be found.

Figure 1.1: The 45 kW prototype developed in the European FPEC
project.

1.1

Motivation and Scope of the Thesis

The work in this thesis looks at the FPEC from a system perspective,
that is, as part of a series hybrid drivesystem. The objectives are to
study the FPEC related issues of such a system, to estimate the overall
efficiency and to find suitable power management strategies.
Several models of free-piston engines have been presented earlier for
example in the parallel EU-project. However, all these models describe
the FPEC dynamics and power output from cycle to cycle. For investigations on a larger time scale, for example, drive cycle simulations and
power management evaluations, another type of model is more suitable.
Such a model is suggested in chapter 5.
The FPEC has properties that differ from conventional rotating
machines and combustion engines. For example, the generated power
is pulsating due to the reciprocating motion of the translator. These
pulsations affect the electrical part of the powertrain and the components must be dimensioned for this. In chapter 6 a DC-link capacitor
bank that can handle these pulsations is dimensioned. In addition, two

1.2. Contribution

3

approaches that may reduce the influence of the pulsations are investigated.
To be able to analyse the FPEC system, a series electric hybrid
vehicle with same performance as the Toyota Prius is dimensioned and
modelled in chapter 7.
To get an efficient hybrid system, the available power sources must
be controlled in a good way, hence, a good power management strategy
is required. However, it is hard to know how good a strategy can be
just by doing simulations. Therefore, in chapter 8, linear optimisation
is utilised to find a control independent benchmark value for the given
powertrain and drivecycle.
The FPEC features make it suitable for load-following strategies but
many studies about series hybrid systems utilises on-off strategies for
the primary power unit. Power management strategies more suitable
for the FPEC system, and their influence on fuel consumption, are
investigated in chapter 9.

1.2

Contribution

The work presented in this thesis extends the knowledge concerning
series hybrid systems with FPECs when it comes to:
• Generator force influence on system requirements.
• Ways to reduce the power pulsations.
• Energy and power requirements for FPEC start-up.
• FPEC models suitable for optimisation, high-level control evaluation and system simulation.
• Performance of an FPEC powered medium sized vehicle.
• Efficiency improvements by utilising several small FPEC modules
instead of one large.
• Power management.

4
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1.3

Publications

This work has, apart from this thesis, resulted in three publications
presented at international conferences:
1. Minimizing Power Pulsations in a Free Piston Energy
Converter
Jörgen Hansson, Mats Leksell and Fredrik Carlsson
Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE05), Dresden, September 2005.
2. Operational Strategies for a Free Piston Energy Converter
Jörgen Hansson, Mats Leksell, Fredrik Carlsson and Chandur
Sadarangani
Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium on Linear Drives
for Industry Applications (LDIA2005), Kobe-Awaji, Japan,
September 2005.
3. Performance of a Series Hybrid Electric Vehicle with a FreePiston Energy Converter
Jörgen Hansson and Mats Leksell
Proceedings of the 2006 IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion
Conference (VPPC06), Windsor, U.K., September 2006.

Chapter 2

Free-Piston Engines
Free-piston engines with internal combustion have been used successfully in applications such as gasifiers, hydraulic pumps and compressors
for more than 60 years. During recent years there has been a rising interest in combining the free-piston engine with a linear generator.
This chapter describes the functionality of free-piston engines in
general with emphasis on the dual piston type, which is the configuration used in the FPEC prototype. For a deeper review of free-piston
engines [15] is recommended.

2.1

Components

Independent of the intended application and configuration a free-piston
engine needs three fundamental components [15]: a combustion chamber, a rebound device (energy storing device) and a load (energy absorbing device). These devices are coupled through a free-piston and
the interaction between the parts is what makes the free-piston engine
work. A basic schematic view can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Combustion
chamber Free Piston

Load

Rebound device

Figure 2.1: Fundamental parts of a free-piston engine.
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Combustion chamber

Combustion chambers

Combustion
chamber

Load

Load

Load

Sin gle piston ty p e

Oppo sed p iston typ e

Load

Dual piston ty pe

Figure 2.2: Free-piston engine configurations.
Free-piston engines are usually classified based on the piston layouts
shown in Figure 2.2. Possible layouts are single piston, dual piston or
opposed piston.

2.1.1

The Combustion Chamber

The energy is put into the system in form of fuel injected into the combustion chamber. Conventional combustion techniques such as spark
ignition or diesel combustion have been used but lately there has been
a rising interest to utilise Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
(HCCI) due to the special properties of the free-piston engine.

2.1.2

The Rebound Device

To make the free piston reciprocate some kind of rebound device is
required. This device stores part of the energy produced during the
expansion stroke and utilises it to force the translator to reverse its
direction. The rebound device can for example be a gas spring or a
chamber where air is compressed.

2.1.3

The Load

Usually it is desirable to use the engine to produce or generate something else but heat. It could for example be compression of air in a
compressor, pressure to pump oil in a hydraulic application or generation of electrical power. This useful energy is absorbed by the load,
which can utilise the energy remaining after losses and storage in the
rebound device.

2.2

The Free-Piston Energy Converter

The free-piston engine considered in this thesis is of dual piston type
and a cross section is shown in Figure 2.3. It is working as follows.
Two-stroke combustion in the chambers makes a translator, covered
with magnets and with pistons at the ends, reciprocate. Thus, the rebound device is alternate compression in the two combustion chambers.
Electrical energy is generated by loading the translator with the linear
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Figure 2.3: Cross section of a free-piston energy converter.

electrical machine. This configuration has special properties and features that are described below.

2.2.1

Integrated Electrical Machine

Having an electrical machine integrated in the combustion engine gives
a number of interesting features. The main purpose of the electrical machines is of course to transform part of the translator’s kinetic energy
into electrical energy. It will also be used to stabilise the combustion
process. Moreover, it can be used as a starter-motor to initiate the combustion process and for stop and emergency braking of the translator.
In case of misfire it can provide additional power to the translator to
compensate for the lost combustion power.

2.2.2

Free-piston Dynamics

In the free-piston engine the motion is determined by the forces acting
on the piston. If losses are neglected the piston motion is determined by
the pressure in each cylinder p1 and p2 , and the force from the electrical
machine Fel . This can be described using Newton’s second law
mp

d2 x
= p1 (x)Ap − p2 (x)Ap + Fel ,
dt2

(2.1)

where Ap is the piston top area and mp is the translator mass. From
(2.1) it can be concluded that to affect the translator position x, either the force or the pressure must be adjusted. Furthermore, the only
thing restraining the translator motion is the cylinder head, thus the
compression ratio is determined by the current force balance and can
quite easily be varied.
In a crank engine, on the other hand, the piston trajectory is determined by a slider-crank mechanism as shown in Figure 2.4. This results
in a sinusoidal piston motion and a fixed peak compression ratio predetermined by the pistons top position, the top dead centre (TDC).
Furthermore, energy is stored in a flywheel, which evens out pulsations
and provides power during non-power strokes.
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Figure 2.4: Components in a crankshaft engine. (Picture from
www.wikipedia.org.)
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Figure 2.5: FPEC translator position, speed and acceleration as function of time.
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In Figure 2.5 the motion of the FPEC translator is illustrated.
As seen, the translator position over time is not sinusoidal as in the
crankshaft engine.
The translator’s reciprocating motion results in a pulsating generated power. As no flywheel is present in a free-piston engine there is no
easy mechanical way to even out the pulsations. Instead, the electrical
counterpart to a flywheel, a capacitor, can be used. The pulsating power
is an important issue that affects the supply system and is discussed
further in chapter 6.

2.2.3

Resonant Behaviour

A free-piston engine will behave almost like a mass-spring system, as the
gas in the combustion chambers is acting like nonlinear springs. A massspring system reciprocates with a natural frequency and is preferably
operated near, or at, this frequency as this requires the least additional
energy.
If only pressure forces are considered, the reciprocating frequency
fF P of the translator can be approximated as
s
1
2p0 Ap γ
fF P ≈
.
(2.2)
2π
mp L
The pressure p0 is the cylinder pressure when the translator is in the
middle, γ is the gas constant, Ap is the bore, L is the maximal stroke
length and mp is the translator mass. A full derivation of (2.2) is given
in Appendix A.
The engine is operating in a two-stroke cycle, thus every stroke generates power. Consequently, increasing the operating frequency results
in an increased average output power. From (2.2) it can be concluded
that a low translator mass mp , short stroke length L or large bore Ap
are desired hardware properties if a high natural frequency should be
achieved. However, the frequency is limited by the combustion process.
To assure sufficient time for ignition, combustion and scavenging the
reciprocating frequency cannot be too high.

2.2.4

Low Mechanical Losses

The reduced mechanical loss is one great benefit of the free-piston engine. As mentioned earlier, the engine has no slider-crank mechanism,
flywheel or camshaft, and the friction loss is therefore expected to be
lower than in a crankshaft engine. In addition, a great source of loss,
the piston side force originating from the crank mechanism, as seen
in Figure 2.6, is reduced or eliminated due to the linear motion [25].
Nevertheless, one of the main sources of friction, the piston rings and
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Side force due to
crank mechanisn.

Figure 2.6: Side-force due to rotating crank mechanism.
the piston skirt are still present. Few results on friction forces in linear
engines are available so the potential improvement is still uncertain.

2.2.5

Size, Weight and Robustness

As the electrical machine and the combustion engine are integrated the
system can be made compact and modular. In addition, it is mechanically simpler than a crankshaft engine as it only has one moving part,
the translator. The reduced number of components may decrease the
cost, weight and result in a robust system requiring little maintenance.

2.2.6

Efficient Combustion

There are two ICE types dominating today, spark-ignited (SI) engines
and compression ignited (CI) engines. Another technique that has achieved
a lot of research interest lately is homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) combustion. HCCI is expected to be efficient and have
low emissions of nitrogen oxides and soot.
HCCI requires a high compression ratio, which the free-piston engine is better suited for than a crankshaft engine. As the compression
ratio is created inertially, no bearings or kinematic constraints that
must handle high pressures and shock waves are present [54]. Furthermore, as the compression ratio in a free-piston engine easily can be
varied the process can be made efficient over a wider load range than a
crankshaft engine would allow. To understand how HCCI combustion
differs from the other more common combustion modes they are all
shortly introduced below.
Spark-ignition Combustion
In an SI engine the amount of intake air is used to control the power.
A throttle valve controls this amount, and fuel is then mixed with
the air to form what is called the intake charge. Usually the air mass
and the fuel mass in this charge are equal, thus a stoichiometric ratio
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is achieved. The intake charge is then compressed by the piston and
ignited by a spark plug. The fuel utilised should have a high octane
number, that is, a high autoignition resistance. Premature autoignition
of the charge in an SI engine may result in a phenomenon called knock
that can damage the engine.
Compression Ignition Combustion
The CI engine compresses the intake air with the piston, until it approaches its top position, the top dead centre (TDC). Fuel is then
injected and it ignites by itself as a result of the high pressure and
temperature in the combustion chamber. The amount of injected fuel
is used to control the output power. In contrast to the fuel in the SIengine, the fuel used here should have a high cetane number, which
means a high ability to autoignite under compression.
A CI engine has higher efficiency than an SI engine mainly for three
reasons [52]:
The throttle valve present in the SI engine results in pump losses.
As the CI engine does not have this component these losses are
eliminated.
Higher compression ratio results in higher efficiency. An SI engine
cannot have too high compression ratio as this may lead to knock.
In a CI engine autoignition is desired and controlled, so the compression ratio is limited by other factors such as component strength
and heat loss.
Lower equivalence ratio which is the ratio of fuel over air. In an SI
engine the amount of air mass over fuel mass is usually stoichiometric as mentioned earlier, whereas the amount of fuel can be
decreased in a CI engine resulting in a lean charge.
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition combustion
An HCCI engine is compression ignited like a diesel engine, but the
fuel is injected early in the stroke like in the SI engine. The fuel is then
mixed with air during the compression resulting in a nearly homogeneous mixture. The mixture autoignites near the top dead centre and
combustion occurs almost simultaneously in the whole cylinder.
The heat release is very rapid and in a free-piston engine combustion
close to the ideal Otto cycle, that is, constant volume combustion, can
be achieved. This results in a high indicated1 efficiency. In addition, the
almost homogeneous mixture results in very low emissions of soot, and
1 Also called thermal efficiency, a measurement on how well fuel is converted to
mechanical work.
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a combustion temperature below 1800 K results in very low emissions
of nitrogen oxides.
However, during heavy loads the combustion temperature can go
above 1800 K. To prevent this, exhaust gas circulation (EGR) can be
used, a technique common in diesel engines. As the name implies some
of the already burnt exhaust gases are then recirculated into the combustion chamber (external EGR) or kept inside to the next cycle (internal EGR). Mixing the charge with already burnt gas slows down the
combustion process and decreases the peak temperature.
However, the low temperature results in increased emissions of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. From an emission point of
view this can be handled by an oxidising catalyst. But as these emissions still contains chemical energy that is lost, the HCCI efficiency is
still reported to be close to the efficiency of conventional diesel combustion [19].

2.3

Challenges

The three challenges before a commercial free-piston engine with HCCI
combustion and a linear electrical machine for electric power generation
will be seen are discussed below. However, after the European FPEC
project these issues do not seem impossible to solve.

2.3.1

A Robust Electrical Machine

The demands on the electrical machine used in this application are
high. It should have a low specific weight and a high force density. In
addition, it must work properly in a hostile environment and manage
both heat and vibrations.
Heat from losses in the electrical machine and from combustion
may expose the magnets on the translator to high temperatures. As
the temperature increases the magnet flux starts to decrease and if the
temperature gets too high the magnets will be permanently demagnetised.
However, investigations about this have been made in the FPEC
project and FEM simulations indicate that the flux from the translator magnets will be sufficient, even with temperatures as high as 100
degrees at the translator ends.

2.3.2

Sophisticated Combustion Control

As the fuel is injected early in the stroke and ignites when the pressure
and temperature are sufficient there exist no mechanical way, such as
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a camshaft used in conventional engines, to control the ignition timing. In addition, HCCI in combination with the free-piston mass-spring
properties is a highly unstable process. Consequently, a sophisticated
electronic control system is required.
Pref

Qcomb
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Figure 2.7: FPEC controller structure [43].
In the FPEC prototype’s controller, seen in Figure 2.7, the approach
is to estimate when the ignition will occur, under the present measured
and observed conditions. The translator’s kinetic energy is then adjusted using the generator force to get the desired timing.

2.3.3

Elimination of Vibrations

The linear motion of the translator results in mechanical vibrations.
By using two or more units to build up a power pack the net external
vibrations can be reduced by running the units out of phase. The simplest configuration achieving this is two units in a row but solutions
using, for example, four units are also possible [43].

2.4

State of the Art

The increased research around this engine configuration has resulted in
that several prototypes of the dual-piston type have been built the last
years.

2.4.1

The Free-Piston Energy Converter

In a European project parallel to this work the prototype shown in
Figure 2.8 and with the specification given in Table 2.1 has been built
[43]. This prototype is called the FPEC and is when this is written still
under testing.
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Figure 2.8: Prototype developed in FPEC project.
Table 2.1: Specification of the
Parameter
Peak power
Peak generator force
Bore
Translator mass

2.4.2

FPEC prototype.
Value
45 kW
4 kN
102 mm
9 kg

The Linear Engine–Alternator

A group at West Virginia University has investigated, what they
refer to as, a linear engine–alternator and two prototypes have been
built. They have reported stable operation of a small spark-ignited linear engine and an output of 316 W.

Figure 2.9: Second generation prototype from West Virginia University [52].
Shown in Figure 2.9 is their second–generation prototype. A machine with a bore of 76 mm and the possibility to vary the translator
mass. An output of 2.8 kW with a translator mass of 2.8 kg and diesel
combustion has been reported [52]. Extensive computer simulations and
parameter studies on both these engines have also been performed.

2.5. Suitable Applications
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The Free Piston Power Pack

PEMPEK systems in Australia are suggesting a Free Piston Power
Pack or FP3 as they call it [21]. The suggested power pack consists of
four 25 kW FPECs integrated into one 100 kW unit as shown in Figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10: The Free Piston
Power Pack [8].

Figure 2.11: FP3 protoype [8].

One special feature of their concept is the integration of the compressor required for scavenging into the translator. Even though a full
prototype system appears to have been built no results seems to have
been reported since 2003.

2.5

Suitable Applications

In this thesis the use of the FPEC as a primary power unit (PPU) is
investigated. However, efficient power generation with low emissions is
a desirable feature and several suitable applications can be proposed.

2.5.1

Primary Power Unit

A PPU is the primary source of power in a vehicle. The potential features of the FPEC making it appealing for vehicle applications are high
efficiency over a large operational area, high power density, rapid transient behaviour and low emissions.

2.5.2

Auxiliary Power Unit

An Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is a selfcontained generator that could
be used in for example, boats, trucks and tanks to provide electricity
for onboard systems. The FPEC’s compactness, modularity, efficiency
and low emissions make it suitable for such applications.
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A similar application is as a ”range extender” in an electric vehicle.
The FPEC would then be used to charge the batteries when required,
and not to provide the primary power. Hence, a lower power rating is
sufficient for that application. Moreover, the possibility to remove the
FPEC from the vehicle when not needed could be implemented. This
would be desirable when, for example, going on shorter trips to the
store and more space in the vehicle is required.
Other possible applications could be as small power plants used for
back-up power in hospitals, or for electrification of vacation cabins that
are not used all around the year.

Chapter 3

Hybrid concepts
In this chapter the benefits of hybridisation and the most common
hybrid topologies are presented.
A definition of a hybrid vehicle was given by the UN in 2003 [9]:
”A hybrid vehicle is a vehicle with at least two different energy converters and two different energy storage systems (on-board the vehicle) for
the purpose of vehicle propulsion.”
But why is it beneficial to have ”at least two different energy converters”?
In a conventional vehicle the internal combustion engine has to provide all the power and match the load at all times. The engine should
therefore ideally have high efficiency when the vehicle is starting, cruising and accelerating. This is hard to fully achieve and as a result the
average ICE efficiency is much lower than its peak efficiency. Moreover,
when an ICE follows transient loads emissions may increase.
In a hybrid electric vehicle, however, one or more sources of power
are available and can support the ICE. This gives the possibility to operate the ICE more efficiently and avoid transients. In addition, most
hybrid systems have the ability to regenerate some of the vehicles kinetic energy when decelerating, thus energy is regained ”for free” so to
speak. Furthermore, idling losses can be decreased or eliminated.
The main potentials of HEVs compared to conventional vehicles can
be summarised as
• Lower fuel consumption as a result of higher system efficiency.
• Lower fuel consumption as a result of energy regeneration.
• Lower emissions as a result lower fuel consumption and avoidance
of emission forming ICE transients.
17
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These benefits are usually achieved without performance degradations
as electrical machines are good for propulsion.

3.1

Losses in a Vehicle

Approximately 15% of the fuel energy put into the tank of a conventional vehicle is used for propulsion and auxiliary loads; the rest is lost
in the system. The typical energy distribution is shown in Figure 3.1.
However, most if these losses can be reduced by hybridisation of the
system. The loss numbers presented below are taken from [11].

Auxiliaries 2.2%
Driveline 5.6%
Propulsion 12.6%

Engine loss 62.4%

Idling 17.2%
Figure 3.1: Typical input energy distribution in a conventional vehicle
[11].

Engine losses - 62.4%
A gasoline spark-ignited internal combustion engine has a peak efficiency of approximately 30% and diesel engine peaks around 40%. However, in a conventional powertrain the ICE is not working at optimal
working points so much, which makes the average efficiency much lower
than the peak efficiency.
By introducing additional power sources that can help the ICE, it
can be operated more frequently close to its peak efficiency. Moreover,
the additional power source makes it possible to design ICEs that are
more efficient. For example, the ICE in the Toyota Prius is utilising the
Atkinson cycle that has higher peak efficiency than a traditional engine. But at part load this ICE has lower efficiency than a conventional
engine. However, the overall system efficiency is not affected negatively
by this, as the electrical parts of the drivetrain are supporting the ICE
during these load levels.
Idling - 17.2%
When a vehicle with an ICE is at standstill, at red lights or in traffic
jams for example, almost all of the energy is used to keep the engine
running. These idling losses can be significantly reduced or eliminated
with hybridisation.
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In a parallel hybrid the combustion engine can be turned off at
red lights as the electrical machine can rapidly start the engine and
provide the start torque. A series hybrid does not have to idle at all, as
the propulsion is pure electric. The series and parallel topology will be
described later on.
Transmission losses - 5.6 %
Hybridisation will not decrease the losses in the transmission as these
components still are needed in a hybrid powertrain. However, development of more advanced transmissions in addition to improvement of
existing technologies may improve the transmission performance in the
future. Examples of advanced transmissions are the automated manual
transmission and the continuously variable transmission.
Auxiliary loads - 2.2%
The sub- and support systems in a vehicle requires energy. These systems are for example, air conditioning, windshield wipers and power
steering. The trend seems to be that more and more electrical power is
required on a vehicle. In a hybrid vehicle power from the high voltage
system can be transformed to provide power for the auxiliary loads if
needed.

3.2

Hybrid Topologies

Generally, hybrids are classified into two categories, depending on the
configuration of the powertrain, series and parallel. Combinations of
these configurations are also used, for example, in the Toyota Prius.

3.2.1

The Parallel Hybrid

In a parallel hybrid, a primary power unit (PPU) and an electric machine (EM) are connected to the shaft through a transmission or clutch
as seen in Figure 3.2. This makes it possible for the EM to provide
additional torque to complement the PPU when needed, for example
when starting from stand still or during heavy acceleration. The EM
can also be used for regeneration, charging of the energy storage, and
for pure electric propulsion. However, pure electric mode requires that
the PPU is disengaged using the clutch. One drawback with this configuration is that if only one EM is present this EM cannot be used to
propel the vehicle and charge the battery simultaneously. Moreover, as
the EM only delivers torque and cannot change the speed, the PPU’s
operating point cannot be chosen to be fully optimal.
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Figure 3.2: Parallel hybrid topology.

If the clutch is removed and the EM is placed directly on the driveshaft the configuration is usually called an integrated starter generator
(ISG) system. The power rating of the EM in such a system is usually
quite low.

Figure 3.3: The Honda IMA system, a 1.0 litre 3-cylinder gasoline direct injection engine combined with a 10 kW electric motor/generator.
Honda has developed a parallel system they refer to as the Integrated
Motor Assist (IMA). One example of their system is given in Figure
3.3.

3.2.2

The Series Hybrid

In the series hybrid electric vehicle (SHEV), electrical power is generated by a PPU driving a generator as shown in Figure 3.4. As the
PPU must generate electrical power, alternatives for electricity generation, besides a common ICE-generator combination, are fuel cells or
the FPEC.
Nevertheless, the generated power in combination with power from
the energy storage is used by the propelling EM. Thus, the PPU does
not have to be rated for the peak traction power as the energy storage
can assist.
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The energy storage can be recharged with power either from the
PPU or from regeneration when breaking. As the PPU is mechanically
decoupled from the driveshaft its operating points can be chosen independent of the required torque and speed of the vehicle. Thus, the
efficiency may be increased. In addition, it can be located at a suitable
place in the vehicle body as only electrical connections are required.
Electric Power
Mechanical Power
Energy
storage

DC/
DC
DClink

PPU

Generator

DC/
AC

Electric
Motor/Generator

AC/
DC

Figure 3.4: Series hybrid topology.
Drawbacks usually mentioned for the SHEV are the many power
conversions and that the traction EM must be sized for the total traction power.
There is to my knowledge no commercial available series hybrid
today. However, the Orion VII series electric hybrid busses, shown in
Figure 3.5, are currently being tested in New York. These busses have
achieved up to 45 % better fuel economy than a diesel bus [1]. In addition, they are appreciated by the drivers due to the increased torque
output.

Figure 3.5: Orion VII series electric hybrid bus [1]
Furthermore, BAE Systems Hägglunds AB are developing a modular
armoured tactical system, seen in Figure 3.6, with the abbreviation SEP.
This vehicle is an SHEV powered by diesel generators and with a total
traction power of 100kW. It is propelled by electric motors integrated
in the wheel hubs [1].
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Figure 3.6: BAE systems ”Splitterskyddad Enhetsplatform” SEP [1].
If the PPU and generator are removed the result is a pure electric
vehicle. One interesting electric vehicle reaching the market in 2007 is
the Tesla Roadster from Tesla Motors [13] seen in Figure 3.7. It has
quite impressive performance as seen in Table 3.1 but also a price tag
of $100 000.

Figure 3.7: The Tesla Roadster [13].

Table 3.1: Performance of the Tesla Roadster.
Parameter
Data
Acceleration 0-100 km/h
4s
Top speed
210 km/h
Range
150 km
Battery
Lithium-Ion
Induction Machine peak power 135 kW@13500rpm
Gears
2-speed electric shift
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Combined Configurations

Topologies that cannot be categorised as series or parallel drivetrains
also exists and two such configurations will be described here. However,
others may already exist or be developed in the future.
The Series-Parallel Configuration
In the Toyota Prius and Ford Escape for example, a configuration that
is a combination of the series and parallel system is used. The topology
is shown in Figure 3.8 and as seen it utilises two electrical machines.
One is connected to the drive shaft like in the parallel topology. That
electric motor is used to provide additional traction power to the wheels
using power from the PPU or the energy storage. It can also be used
for pure electric propulsion and for regeneration of energy. The other
is a generator used to convert the ICE power to electrical power. The

ICE

Power
split

Electric
Motor/Generator

Generator

AC/
DC

Gearbox

Electric Power
Mechanical Power

Energy
storage

Figure 3.8: Series parallel topology.
key component in this system is the power split device, which is a
planetary gear in the Prius. It is connected to the generator, the ICE
and the driveshaft, and controls the direction of the powerflow.
A similar concept to this, with the name two-mode hybrid, is announced by the hybrid alliance between BMW group, DaimlerChrysler
AG and General Motors [3].
The Four-Quadrant Transducer
The Four-Quadrant Transducer (4QT) system shown in Figure 3.9 is
working like an electrical gearbox with the ability to add and reduce
power from the drive shaft. This ability and the two electrical machines
make it possible to adapt both the speed and the torque of the ICE
to the torque and speed needed for propulsion. Hence, the ICE can be
operated more efficiently. The two electrical machines are preferably
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Figure 3.9: The 4QT system.
integrated into one double-rotor machine to reduce the system size and
weight. The 4QT system can regenerate energy and a pure electric mode
is possible if the electrical machines can deliver sufficient power.

3.3

Commercial Hybrid Vehicles

The last year a number of hybrid vehicles have been released on the
market and more are expected. Examples of hybrid vehicles that can
be bought today are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Examples of hybrid vehicles available on the market 2006.
Manufacturer Model
Hybrid type
Toyota
Highlander
Series-parallel
Lexus RX400h Series-parallel
Prius
Series-parallel
Honda
Accord
Parallel
Civic
Parallel
Parallel
Insight
Ford
Escape
Series-parallel
Toyota are today dominating the market, of approximately 200 000
sold hybrids in the U.S. in 2005, 70 % were Toyota vehicles and the
Toyota Prius was the best selling model with 100 000 units sold in
the U.S.[12]. Honda is in second place with 20 % of the U.S market.
However, most other manufacturers have not released their hybrid alternatives yet, but as mentioned earlier they have announced releases.

3.4. Using the FPEC for Hybridisation
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Using the FPEC for Hybridisation

So why should an FPEC be used in hybrid vehicle? As the FPEC
generates electrical power it must be used in a series hybrid system.
Most series systems so far utilises a conventional ICE combined with
a generator; both the Orion bus and the SEP mentioned earlier have
that solution. However, an FPEC system has the following potential
advantages over such a diesel-generator system:
Higher efficiency. The FPEC is expected to have approximately 45%
peak efficiency from fuel to electricity, whereas a diesel-generator
has around 38%. The other components in the system are essentially the same. Nevertheless, the total FPEC system efficiency
will probably be higher than for other series systems due to the
increased PPU efficiency.
Rapid transient response. HCCI and the free-piston dynamics results in an ability to change between load levels very fast. This
transient behaviour is usually undesirable when conventional ICEs
are used as emissions then may increase. Furthermore, the FPEC
has high efficiency over a wide load range whereas an ICE usually
has a peak. These two features make it possible to have a fairly
small complementing energy storage. On the other hand, to utilise
regenerated energy in a good way the energy storage cannot be
too small.
Lower emissions. HCCI combustion in combination with an oxidising catalyst will result in very low emissions.
Cylinder deactivation. An FPEC system will probably be realised
using two or more FPEC units to reduce vibrations and electric
pulsations. In such a configuration it is possible to shut down some
units when the load demand is low. This forces the still active
units to operate at a higher load level and thus higher efficiency.
A similar procedure has been used, in large crankshaft-engines,
under the name cylinder deactivation.

3.5

Conclusions

In this chapter an overview over the most common hybrid topologies
was given. As discussed, several benefits can be achieved by hybridising
a powertrain.
On the other hand, hybridisation introduces some issues. For example, a hybrid powertrain is more complex than a conventional powertrain, as components such as power electronics, battery packs and
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electrical machines are required. Some of these components are quite
expensive and, in addition, an increased number of components may
increase the risk for failure. Furthermore, if hybrid vehicles become
more common, car repair shops must gain the capability to handle the
electrical drivesystem.
Nevertheless, the hybrid technology is one way to reduce the fuel
consumption and lower the emissions of vehicles. But it still has to be
seen if it is the way that the car manufacturers will choose.

Chapter 4

Related Work
The combination of a free-piston engine and a linear electrical machine
has gained increased research interest the last years. Published studies are covering areas such as electrical machine design, low-level control, combustion, and parameter studies. However, few studies on entire
FPEC systems and FPEC related issues are available. Thus, these are
areas requiring more attention. Modelling, analysis and control of hybrid vehicles, on the other hand, are presently quite popular research
areas and large number of studies can be found.

4.1

FPEC Models and Properties

Several mathematical models of free-piston energy converters have been
presented. For example, a model suitable for combustion investigations
[27] and a model, including combustion, translator dynamics and losses,
used for parameters studies [16]. In the FPEC project, a model for the
initial studies and controller design has been developed. This model
was, for example, used in [25] and is discussed more in chapter 5.
However, the above mentioned models describe the FPEC dynamics from cycle to cycle. When doing quasi-stationary vehicle simulations a model describing the average power output over several cycles
is sufficient. Using the above models, for such investigations, results in
unnecessary long simulation times.
One feature of the FPEC is the use of the integrated electrical machine as a starter motor. However, the requirements for such a procedure are so far uninvestigated. The electrical machine can also be used
to stop the translator; both for regular engine shutdown and in case
of system faults. By using the electrical machine it is possible to stop
the translator within 40 % of the total stroke length [56]. However, this
requires that the machine is used actively. Just using a resistive load
27
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on the electrical machine does not give sufficient force to fully retard
the translator in less than one stroke when it is operating at rated
conditions [56].
Furthermore, by suitable control of the generator force it may be
possible to reach secondary goals besides combustion stabilisation, for
example pulsation reduction. Another goal could be high electrical machine efficiency, which can be achieved by having speed and force profiles that match [38].
The translator velocity, on the other hand, is hard to influence as
it is almost totally determined by the combustion forces. In fact, a
complex shape of the force profile is required to influence the almost
resonant translator motion [16].

4.2

Propulsion Unit Configuration

Internal combustion engines usually have lower efficiency at low loads.
Cylinder deactivation is one approach utilised in large crankshaft engines to increase the part load efficiency [10]. A number of cylinders are
then deactivated when the power demand is low, temporarily turning,
for example, a V8 into a V4.
A similar efficiency increase can also be achieved in an FPEC system
by building a propulsion unit using several small units instead of one
large. The number of active units should then be determined by the
load power to assure that each active unit is operating at a fairly high
load level and thus, high efficiency.
The total volume of the FPEC system may be decreased by using
several smaller units. The first-order analysis presented in [21] suggests
that when the engine is scaled the relationship between power change
due to scaling dP , and the volume change dV is described by
dP = dV (2/3) .

(4.1)

This indicates that building an FPEC propulsion unit using two FPECs,
instead of one large, results in that the two-FPEC unit has only 70 % of
the volume occupied by the one-FPEC unit. The total output power of
the propulsion units are the same. However, the analysis in [21] makes
many simplifications and does not consider secondary effects.
Other benefits can also be achieved. Mechanical vibrations can be
reduced by running the units out of phase [43] or the power pulsation
amplitude can be decreased and the reciprocating frequency increased,
as suggested in chapter 6.

4.3. Powertrain Evaluation

4.3
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Powertrain Evaluation

When a powertrain or a control algorithm is developed it must be evaluated. One common way for evaluation is utilisation of simulation models. However, it is hard to know how good the powertrain can be just
by doing simulations. In addition, when simulating a hybrid powertrain a control law deciding the powerflow is usually required and the
powertrain’s final performance is very dependent on this control law.
To achieve results that do not depend on how the control law is
designed, many recent studies suggest optimisation as a tool for powertrain evaluation. By choosing powerflow as optimisation variable, the
result is independent of the control law. In addition, the controller
should often minimise objectives, such as fuel consumption, driveability or emissions, under system constraints. Constraints can easily be
included in an optimisation formulation.
The most common optimisation method seems to be dynamic programming, which is utilised in several studies, for example [20, 34].
However, one major drawback of dynamic programming is the curse
of dimensionality. As both time and state-space must be discretised,
to solve the problem numerically, the number of optimisation variables
may be quite large. This number grows fast when additional states are
included or a long time is to be studied.
Other suggested approaches are quadratic programming and linear
programming. In [51], linear programming is used to find the lowest fuel
consumption for a small SHEV. The fuel consumption map is approximated by a piecewise linear function, and everything else is approximated with linear functions. The optimisation result is used to find a
figure of merit for causal controllers.
Combining a simulation model and a search method has also been
suggested [28]. However, these methods usually have nonlinear problem
formulations resulting in that local optimums are found. Thus, they are
more suitable for finding suitable starting values for parameters than
for evaluating the best performance of a powertrain.

4.4

Power Management

As mentioned earlier, a hybrid vehicle requires a power management
strategy. In the literature the term energy management is also commonly used, but as it is flow, and thus power, that is controlled the
term power management is used in this thesis. Nevertheless, this strategy is not required in a conventional vehicle as the only source of power
is the ICE. The redundancy of power sources in a hybrid, however, requires a systematic way to decide how the power should flow in the
powertrain and which power sources to utilise.
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The raising interest in hybrid vehicles is also reflected in the increasing number of published power management investigations. One trend
seems to be that older publications often have the SHEV as the intended application for the strategy, whereas parallel and series-parallel
topologies are common in more recent publications. This is probably
just a reflection of the commercially available topologies.
For series hybrid vehicles two power management strategies are common in the literature. The first one appears under several names: OnOff, Thermostat or Duty-Cycle strategy [18, 31]. This type of strategy
utilises the primary power unit (PPU), operating at a working point
with high efficiency, to recharge the battery to an upper limit when the
state-of-charge has reached a lower limit. In addition, the PPU provides extra power to the wheels when the load is high. Some advanced
variants estimate the average mean traction load, and provides that
average power by duty-cycle the PPU [17].
The second type of strategy is the load-following strategy [33], where
the PPU follows the power load demand, usually with a rate-of-change
limit. The PPU’s working point having the highest efficiency for the
current power demand is preferably chosen. The power difference between the PPU and the load, due to the rate-of-change limit, is provided
by the energy storage.
Strategies similar to the above described have been investigated in
[36] by simulation of a heavy-duty truck powered by an FPEC. The
load-following approach seems to have the greatest potential and up
to 25 % lower fuel consumption than a conventional truck is reported.
However, that result is achieved with an assumed FPEC efficiency that
peaks above 50 %, which may be optimistic.
Even though a load-following strategy suits the FPEC, such a strategy requires optimisation of start and stop thresholds to achieve really good performance. A more systematic approach to decide how the
power sources on a hybrid vehicle should be utilised is desirable.
The equivalent consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS) is a new
promising theory. It controls the power flow so an equivalent energy
cost is minimised each time step. The earliest published appearance
of a method of this type seems in the paper by [46]. Variations of
the strategy have been presented since then and some versions have
successfully been used on real vehicle applications [47].

Chapter 5

FPEC Models
For the investigations in this thesis different types of FPEC models are
required. The pulsation study in chapter 6 requires a dynamic FPEC
model describing every stroke and combustion. However, for the optimisation in chapter 8 and the power management studies in chapter 9,
it is sufficient with a simplified model. A drive cycle is usually several
minutes long and when internal FPEC dynamics are not to be studied a model describing the FPEC properties on a higher level is more
suitable.
This chapter describes both an FPEC model available from the parallel EU-project and the development of an FPEC model more suitable
for drive cycle simulations.

5.1

Cycle-to-cycle FPEC Model

An FPEC model has been developed in the parallel EU project, mainly
by Dr. Erland Max, for investigations of FPEC control, dynamics and
parameters. This model, seen in Figure 5.1, is described in the thesis
[25] and in the appended paper [29]. It is therefore not described in
detail here. In general it can be said that the model is constructed by
a combination of thermodynamic laws to describe pressure and temperature variations, ignition and heat release models for combustion
and Newton’s second law for translator dynamics. This model will be
referred to as the EU-model.

5.1.1

Controller

The version of the EU-model used in this thesis does not have the
kinetic energy controller described in section 2.3. Instead it utilises an
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Figure 5.1: FPEC simulation model.

event triggered PI-controller. For decoupling a matrix with values from
a relative gain array (RGA) analysis is used.

tignref

-

PI-controller
Decoupling
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Figure 5.2: EU-model controller structure.
An illustration of the controller structure is shown in Figure 5.2.
The controlled variables are output power Pout and ignition timing
tign . They are controlled using electrical machine force Fel and fuel
energy Qcomb as control signals. This controller was developed in the
early stages of the European FPEC project and it is working as follows:
1. When the pressure in a combustion chamber reaches its peak
value, over a combustion cycle, a trigger signal is sent to the controller, thus the controller is triggered once each stroke.
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2. The PI-controllers controls ignition timing tign and the average
output power Pout . Each time they are triggered new output values are sent to the decoupling block.
3. The FPEC is a multivariable system and the output signals Pout
and tign depends on both Qcomb and Fel . The decoupling block
tries to reduce this cross coupling. This is achieved by using a
matrix with values determined from an RGA analysis. More information about this method can be found in most textbooks on
multivariable control theory.
4. After decoupling suitable values for Qcomb and Fel are sent as
inputs to the FPEC.
It should be noted that this controller was already given and is not
part of the work in this thesis. However, the performance is satisfactory
for the investigations in this thesis where the EU-model is utilised.

5.2

Vehicle Simulation FPEC Model

The EU-model is suitable when studying dynamic properties and parameters of the FPEC. However, for fuel consumption and power management investigations, based on drive cycles that are several minutes,
it is not necessary to have a dynamic model describing the pressure
changes and power output for each stroke. Instead, to decrease the
simulation time, a high-level FPEC model describing the power output averaged over several cycles is desirable. Such a model should also
capture the following properties:
• The fuel consumption or efficiency of the engine.
• The transient response, that is, how fast the engine can change
its operating point and how it behaves during the change.
• Start-up time and power consumed during start-up.
This type of model was not available and has to be developed for this
work. An estimation of the transient response can be obtained directly
from the EU-model whereas a modification of the model is required
to get a proper efficiency estimation. The start-up requirements are
investigated in a study of its own.

5.2.1

Efficiency Estimation

The EU-model considers losses from heat transfer, friction and a nonideal thermodynamic cycle. These losses are important from combustion and mechanical point of view, however, no losses due to the conversion from mechanical to electrical power are considered. The EU-model
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is therefore extended with the efficiency map shown in Figure 5.3 describing the electrical machine and the rectifier efficiency.

Figure 5.3: Efficiency map for the FPEC’s electrical machine and
power converter [55].
In addition, the FPEC system requires a compressor for scavenging.
A compressor consumes power and consequently decreases the system
efficiency. In conventional engines the power consumption of compressors used for turbo or super charging is dependent on the engine speed.
In the FPEC, however, the frequency is almost constant over the load
range and the compressor power consumption will consequently not
vary much. A constant consumption of 1 kW over the entire load range
is therefore assumed.
An estimation of the efficiency, from fuel to electrical power, as
function of load power can now be achieved by simulating the modified
EU-model with output power from 1 kW to 45 kW.

Efficiency
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Figure 5.4: Conversion efficiency from fuel to electrical power. The
thick line is the FPEC efficiency and the thin line is typical dieselgenerator efficiency.
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As seen in Figure 5.4, the estimated efficiency is several percent
higher than for a typical diesel-generator, thus very promising. In addition, the efficiency increases over the entire load range, this may be
explained by:
1. The translator frequency is almost constant over the load range,
which results in an almost constant friction loss, thus a decreasing
relative friction loss.
2. The relative heat loss decreases with increasing load.

5.2.2

Transient Response

To investigate the dynamic behaviour a step in power demand is applied
to the EU-model. As seen in Figure 5.5 the power output shows the
typical behaviour of a first order linear system. Thus, the FPEC output

Power [kW]

20

Power reference
Sim. EU−model
Sim. 1:st order system

15
10
5
0

5

10

15

Time [s]
Figure 5.5: Output power response for step changes in power reference.
power PF P as function of power reference PF P ref can be approximated
with a first order transfer function
PF P =

1
PF P ref ,
τs + 1

(5.1)

where τ is the time constant and s is the Laplace variable. However,
the estimated time constant from simulation is rather slow, 0.85 s. This
may be a result of the controller used in the model. The combustion
experts participating in this project claims that two to four combustion
cycles should be sufficient. Hence, a time constant closer to τ = 0.05 s
is more realistic and captures one of the main features of the FPEC:
the rapid transient response.
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5.2.3

Start-up Requirements

Besides combustion control and energy conversion the electrical machine can be used as a motor for start in a similar way an electric
starter motor is used to start a crank engine. This is achieved by moving the translator back and forth, with the electrical force from the EM,
until the first combustion occurs. To assure ignition the pressure and
temperature must be above a certain level for a sufficient amount of
time.
The FPEC will probably be started using Diesel mode, as this mode
is easier to control, and after a few combustion cycles the mode can be
changed to HCCI. Diesel mode means that the fuel is injected first
when sufficient pressure and temperature are reached in the cylinder.
Nevertheless, start-up is similar for both Diesel and HCCI mode and
the desired properties of the FPEC starting procedure are:
• A rapid start-up so no major delays are noticed before power is
delivered.
• The required start-up power should not be the dimensioning criterion for the supplying components.
• Low energy consumption so the total system efficiency not decreases.
To estimate suitable values for the above properties a case study of
FPEC start-up using a constant force is made. This study is described
below but is more thoroughly documented in the appended paper [30].
The start-up procedure is movement of the translator using a constant force until the pressure reaches 35 bar and the temperature is
above 700 K. This procedure is investigated, for forces from 1 kN to 4
kN, on both an ideal model and a model considering friction loss, heat
loss to cylinder walls and losses in the electrical system.
During the first milliseconds, when everything is starting up, the
electrical losses in the system may be quite large. The electrical efficiency is therefore assumed to be as low as 0.25 during the first stroke.
After the first stroke the FPEC efficiency is taken from the map displayed in Figure 5.4. Translator motion, from the middle to one side
and back to the middle, is referred to as one stroke. The required energy and power, for the forces investigated, are presented in Figure 5.6
and Figure 5.7.
As seen in Figure 5.6, the energy consumption decreases when the
required number of strokes is reduced. Thus, for a given number of
strokes the power and energy can be minimised. For example, using
forces between 1.9 kN and 3.7 kN requires two strokes to reach the
desired values for ignition, but the power and energy demand for these
cases differs quite much.
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Figure 5.6: Energy requirement for one start-up. The required number
of strokes for each force level is given above the bars.
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Another observation is that the low initial efficiency assumption has
a major effect on the energy and power consumption for the high force
cases as seen in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. Thus, the assumption may
be too pessimistic.
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Figure 5.8: Time for start-up.
For the same number of strokes the start-up time are essentially
the same as seen in Figure 5.8, especially for the one, two and three
stroke cases. Thus, for a fixed number of start-up strokes, no major
time reduction is made by using a larger force.
Finally, the time with pressure and temperature above the threshold
levels are given in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Time with pressure and temperature above the required
level.
It should be noted that this start-up study have uncertainties, especially when it comes to friction, and should only be seen as an indication
of the system requirements for a start-up. Nevertheless, the above results can be used to finalise the FPEC model.
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A start-up requiring two strokes are assumed and the case corresponding to a 2 kN start-up force is used. This corresponds to an energy consumption of 850 J and 50 ms start-up time. Hence, start-up for
the 45 kW FPEC can be modelled as a constant power consumption of
Pstart = 17 kW during tstart = 50 ms. The final FPEC model is then:

 1 PF P ref when running,
τ s+1
PF P =
(5.2)
−P
for tstart seconds when starting,
start

and with the efficiency given in Figure 5.4. This model is used in
chapter 9 for control studies and in chapter 8 to achieve rate-of-change
constraints for the optimisation formulation.

5.3

Conclusions

In this chapter two FPEC models for different purposes have been described. The first was developed earlier as part of the European FPEC
project, but the second is a contribution of this thesis. This new model
is partly made from observations of the EU-model and it describes
the FPEC properties with an efficiency map, a transfer function and a
start-up consumption.
The efficiency estimation indicates a very promising performance
of the FPEC. However, the parameters used in the loss models have
not been validated on a real system and the result may be optimistic.
Nevertheless, a free-piston engine used in a hydraulic pump application
has shown a significant efficiency improvement over a diesel-engine and
pump combination [14]. Thus, the final FPEC efficiency is expected to
be quite high.

Chapter 6

Power Pulsations

FPEC power [kW]

The generation of pulsating power from the FPEC is an issue requiring
attention. The pulsations have quite high amplitude for which the power
converters, energy storage devices and electrical machines in the system
must be rated. An example of the pulsations is shown in Figure 6.1. In
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Figure 6.1: Typical FPEC power waveform for 21 kW output power
and a constant generator force.
addition, the pulsation frequency is fairly constant over the operating
region; simulations indicate a frequency change from 56 Hz to 64 Hz
when the output power is increased from 10 kW to 45 kW.
In this chapter two methods for decreasing the influence of the pulsations are suggested and a DC-link suitable for the vehicle powertrain
is designed.
The first approach is reduction of the pulsation amplitude by current
control. As the peak current amplitude is crucial when determining the
requirements of the system it must also be considered. The investigation
therefore tries to answer the following questions:
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• Can the power pulsations be lowered by proper force control?
• How do the electric forces affect the current demand from the
supply system?
• Is the translator motion more affected by certain force profiles?
The second approach is based on the use of two FPEC units operating with a phase shift. The phase shift makes it possible to increase
the ripple frequency and thus reduce the internal losses in the DC-link
capacitor. Thus, a smaller and cheaper capacitor can be utilised, or the
cooling requirements for a larger capacitor can be reduced. If a large
capacitor still is used its lifetime can be increased.

6.1

Reduction by Force Control

Translator velocity [m/s]

The instantaneous power is determined by the induced voltage and
the current, hence the translator velocity and the generator force. The
translator velocity is almost totally determined by the combustion process and the translator dynamics. The shape of the velocity profile is
consequently hard to influence. A typical waveform obtained from simulation can be seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Translator velocity trajectory.
The current, on the other hand, is controllable. This gives the possibility to utilise it for tasks such as lowering power pulsations, increasing
efficiency, reducing component demands or increase the time for fault
handling.
In the FPEC prototype it is the kinetic energy controller, described
in section 2.3, that decides the generator current. At present time its
only task is to stabilise combustion, but if trajectory shaping is desired
it may to some extent be implemented in such a controller.
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The electrical energy is produced by the electrical force doing work
on the translator, transforming part of the translator’s kinetic energy
to electrical. However, as mechanical energy W is an integral function
of force and position
Z
W =

F (x)dx,

(6.1)

Force [kN]

Force [kN]

where x is translator position and F (x) is the generator force as a
function of position, the same work can be done with a number of force
profiles F (x). Thus, in addition to combustion control some of the tasks
suggested above can also be fulfilled.
Six profiles are investigated in this study, each for a specific reason
as described below.
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Figure 6.3: Profile 1.
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Figure 6.4: Profile 2.

Profile 1
Controlling the force to be constant over the stroke, as shown in Figure
6.3, results in a square profile. Thus, it demands the lowest peak current.
This profile is used for reference in the following analysis.
Profile 2
A square shaped power profile gives the highest average output power
for a given power peak amplitude. Thus, it results in the lowest pulsation amplitude. The generator force profile in Figure 6.4 is similar to
the inverse of the velocity profile so the product of force and velocity
results in a square power profile.
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Profile 3 and 4

Force [kN]

Force [kN]

Force profiles similar to the translator velocity give high efficiency [39].
The two profiles in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are similar in shape to
the translator velocity, shown in Figure 6.2, and therefore investigated.
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Figure 6.5: Profile 3.

Figure 6.6: Profile 4.

Profile 5 and 6

Force [kN]

Force [kN]

To study if the translator motion is influenced more if loaded more
heavily during the initial or late part of the motion, the triangular
profiles shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 are included in the analysis.
They reduce 75% of the total load energy during the first respectively
second half of the stroke.
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Figure 6.7: Profile 5.
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Figure 6.8: Profile 6.

The profiles are implemented in the model described in section 5.1.
The force controller, described in the same section, is modified so it
decides the required amplitude of the above force profiles. The profile
itself is implemented as a predetermined function of position x. The
controller is still able to control the power output and ignition timing.
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6.1.1
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Normalized value

The resulting values of peak power, peak current and work are normalised with the values from the square profile and presented in Figure 6.9
and the absolute values are provided in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.9: Normalised values of peak power (black), peak current
demand (medium gray) and work (white) for the investigated profiles.

Table 6.1: Results
1
Ppeak [kW] 28.5
2.9
Fpeak [kN]
vpeak [m/s] 10.6
fpower [Hz]
65
329
W ork [J]

from simulation of force profiles
2
3
4
5
6
25.5 43.6 44.4 46.8 39.0
5.0
4.3
4.5
5.9
5.4
10.6 10.9 10.9 9.9 11.2
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Figure 6.10: Velocity-position trajectories for the investigated profiles.
As seen in Figure 6.9 the inverse velocity profile results in the lowest
power pulsations, as expected. However, it also results in the third high-
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est current demand. Consequently, the price for lowering the pulsations
is a large current requirement.
Furthermore, by analysing the velocity-position waveforms in Figure
6.10 it can be concluded that the translator motion is very similar for
all cases except for the two triangular profiles. Hence, concentrating
the energy reduction to part of translator’s path seems to affect the
translator motion more. This is consistent with the result in [16] where
a profile with a high force amplitude focused in the middle of translator
motion shows most influence.

6.2

Reduction by Phase Shifted Operation

When one FPEC unit is operating, the power pulsates between zero
and a peak power amplitude that is depending on the duty-cycle D.
The duty-cycle is the part of the period when power is generated. One
alternative is to generate the same average power using two units, each
with half the peak power rating and operated with 90 degrees1 phase
shift relative the other. The pulsations would then vary between the
peak power of one unit P̂ and the peak power of two units, as seen in
Figure 6.11. This reduces the ripple amplitude and increases the ripple
frequency as will be shown later.
DT
DT

2P̂
P̄
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P̄
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T

time
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time

(a) Power ripple from one FPEC. (b) Power ripple from two FPECs
with 90 degrees phase shift.

Figure 6.11: Power ripple, D is duty-cycle, T is pulsation period, P̂
is peak power and P̄ is average output power.
However, even though this is beneficial from an electrical point of
view it may be bad from a mechanical point of view, as the mechanical
vibrations cannot be eliminated as described in section 2.3.
1 Here 180 degrees corresponds to a half translator cycle, that is, start in the
middle, move to one side and back to the middle.
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The DC-link Capacitor

In the middle of most electrical drive systems a DC-link capacitor is
situated. This capacitor’s task is to smoothen out voltage variations and
to provide short-term current capability from the primary or secondary
side of the system. It is not used for medium or long power demands,
for that a super capacitor or a battery pack is more suitable. For the
voltage and energy requirements in the vehicle powertrain under study
here, the electrolytic capacitor is commonly used.
A capacitor is very sensitive to heat, both ambient heat and heat
generated inside, and its lifetime is determined by the internal temperature over time [24]. The heat inside is mainly generated by the ripple
current flowing through the capacitor and the model commonly used
is therefore an equivalent series resistance (ESR) in series with a capacitor, as illustrated in Figure 6.12. The ESR includes, for example,
ESR

C
+

Figure 6.12: Equivalent circuit of a capacitor.

ESR [mΩ]

resistance between the internal winding and the outer electrodes. The
internal heat generation can then be estimated by the heat generated
in the ESR when a ripple current is flowing through it.
In Figure 6.13 the ESR as a function of the ripple current’s frequency
and the highest internal temperature, that is, the hot-spot temperature,
is shown. As seen the ESR is lower for harmonics with higher frequency,
hence, the capacitor losses and internal heat generation are lower for a
high frequency ripple.
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Figure 6.13: Equivalent series resistance as a function of hot-spot
temperature and ripple current frequency [22].
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An estimation of the FPEC ripple can be made by approximating
the ripple curves in Figure 6.11 with Fourier series expansions. The
harmonics can then be expressed as functions of average power output
P̄ and duty-cycle D,

p1FP (t)

= P̄ +

p2FP (t)

= P̄ +

∞
X
2P̄
sin(nDπ) cos(2πf nt),
Dnπ
n=1

(6.2)

∞
X
P̄
sin(2πn(D − 1/2)) cos(2π2f nt). (6.3)
Dnπ
n=1

From (6.2) and (6.3) it can be concluded that using two units decreases
the amplitude of the ripple power by 50% and doubles the fundamental frequency. This frequency may in fact be even higher when using
two units, as a smaller FPEC unit probably has a higher operating
frequency.

6.2.2

Finding a Suitable DC-link

To model the vehicle’s powertrain in chapter 7 the DC-link capacitor
must be considered. However, to determine a suitable size a specification
of the DC-link demands is necessary. The following requirements were
therefore put on the capacitor bank:
1. A nominal DC-link voltage of 350 V.
2. Take one whole maximal FPEC power pulse without increasing
the voltage level from 350 V to more than 450 V.
3. Thermally handle the low frequency power ripple (60-65 Hz) from
the FPEC.
4. Thermally handle the high frequency current ripple (10-20 kHz)
from the power converter. This current is assumed to have a peak
amplitude of 10% of the maximal average current.
The second dimensioning criteria will in fact decide the required
¯ the power frequency f ,
capacitance. By using the average current I,
the maximal allowed voltage Umax and the nominal voltage U0 the
required capacitor size can be calculated as
C=

I¯
f · (Umax − U0 )

.

(6.4)

For the numerical values given in Table 6.2 a bank with the capacitance C ≈ 19.8 mF is required. Such a bank can be constructed by,
for example, six parallel units of the EVOX-RIFA PEH169 electrolytic
capacitor. The specification for that capacitor is provided in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.2: Specifications.
Parameter
Value
Nominal DC-link voltage U0
350 V
Max. DC-link voltage Umax
450 V
Max. average power P̄
45 kW
Max. average current I¯ = P̄ /U0 130 A
Duty cycle D
4/5
Ripple frequency f
65 Hz

Table 6.3: Data for EVOX-RIFA PEH169
Parameter
Capacitance C
Rated voltage
Max. hot-spot temp.
Ripple current at 10 kHz and 50◦
Max. ESR at 20◦ and 100 Hz
Typ. ESR at 20◦ and 100 Hz
Thermal resistance at 0.5 m/s

6.2.3

electrolytic capacitor [23].
Value
3.3 mF ±20 %
450 V
85◦ C
25 A
34 mΩ
15 mΩ
3.4◦ C/W

Conclusions

The losses in each branch, when considering the first 20 current harmonics IRM Snr , can be calculated by using the ESR values corresponding
to each frequency ESRnr as,
2
2
Ppulse = ESR1 · IRM S1 + ESR2 · IRM
S2 + . . . + ESR20 · IRM S20 . (6.5)

However, the losses from the ripple current produced by the power converter must also be considered as they will contribute to heat generation. For the calculation the power converter is assumed to be switching
with a frequency of 10 kHz and the ripple current is assumed to have
an amplitude of 10 % of the load current. The converter ripple loss is
then
Pswitch = 0.1 · I¯2 ESR10kHz .
(6.6)
The losses is now calculated using ESR values interpolated from [22]
and current RMS values derived from (6.2) and (6.3). The total ripple
losses Ppulse + Pswitch for each capacitor and the entire capacitor bank
are given in Table 6.4.
As seen, by operating two FPECs with a phase delay the internal
capacitor losses are reduced by 70 %. This increases the lifetime of the
capacitor. However, this may not be a critical factor as the expected
lifetime of the PEH169 already is 58000 hours with a hot-spot tem-
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Table 6.4: DC-link capacitors ripple loss.
One FPEC Two FPECs
Single cap. loss
2.8 W
0.86 W
Cap. bank loss
17 W
5W
perature of 85 ◦ C. In addition, the heat loss are almost negligible in
comparison with a power flow through the DC-link of up to 45 kW.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that the allowed voltage levels,
and not the ripple heat loss, is determining the required capacitor bank
size despite the severe pulsations.

Chapter 7

Modelling of Vehicle
Components
For control and efficiency investigations a model of a vehicle powertrain
is required. Vehicle simulation models are usually constructed using one
of two dominating approaches: backwards facing or forward facing. A
combination of these two can also be found in software such as Advisor
[5]. A good review of available simulation packages and their differences
and application areas is given in [26].
In a backward facing model, a velocity profile is the input and it is
transformed into the required power to move the vehicle. This power
demand is propagated through the powertrain components resulting in
a fuel and energy consumption. In other words, the required power is
calculated backwards from the speed profile. The drivetrain components
are usually modelled as efficiency maps or static relationships resulting
in fast simulations. The backward model is suitable for estimation of
fuel consumption and control strategies. The Quasi-Stationary Toolbox [7] is an example of a free Matlab/Simulink library utilising the
backwards approach.
In a forward simulation model the components are usually modelled using differential equations. The velocity profile is input to a
driver model generating a torque and speed demand that is propagated
through the model. The physical flow is more like a real system and
the forward model is suitable for studies of dynamic phenomena in the
powertrain and control algorithms that should work on a real physical
plant. However, the simulation time is usually longer as the models are
more detailed and the differential equations must be solved.
For the analysis a backward facing model is utilised as fuel consumption of high-level control are of prime interest. The vehicle requirements
and the powertrain components and their mathematical representation
51
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are described in this chapter. Even though modelling libraries, such as
QSS or Advisor, are available most vehicle components used are modelled as part of this work so their behaviour can be fully understood.
Two versions of the vehicle model are developed: one model suitable
for the power management investigation in chapter 9 and the other
suitable for the linear optimisation in chapter 8.

7.1

Vehicle Parameters

A vehicle with parameters and performance corresponding to the Toyota Prius generation 2 is studied in this thesis. It was chosen for investigation for two reasons. Toyota Prius is the most successful commercial
hybrid so far. This indicates that its performance is satisfactory for a
large number of customers. In addition, Toyota has been quite open
about the design and data about most drivetrain components can be
found. The parameters are given in Table 7.1. From these parameters
Table 7.1: Toyota Prius vehicle specification [4].
Parameter
Value
Weight, mv :
1500 kg
Frontal area, Af :
1.490 × 1.725 m
Coeff. of drag, Cd :
0.26
Coeff. of rolling resistance, Cr :
0.01
Wheel radius, rwheel :
0.3 m
the required power, torque and angular velocities for vehicle propulsion
can be calculated using the standard equations for vehicle longitudinal
dynamics, given in Appendix B.
Table 7.2: Required electrical machine power, torque and speed.
Requirement
Power Torque@Speed
Max. velocity 170 km/h
50 kW
70 Nm@6828 rpm
Acc. 0-100 km/h at 10.9 s 121 kW 288 Nm@4010 rpm
FTP75 max. torque
122 Nm@2406 rpm
FTP75 max. power
37 kW
94 Nm@3770 rpm
The system must fulfil the Prius acceleration and top speed specification, thus the components must be able to deliver the required power
and torque. Furthermore, it must be able to follow a drive cycle. The
cycle used in the analysis is the FTP 75 and it is described in section
7.4. To find the requirements on the electrical machine, part of the
model, that is, the longitudinal dynamics and the gearbox, is simulated
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as explained in section 7.4. The resulting propulsion requirements are
given in Table 7.2. As seen, the acceleration is requiring most power
from the system whereas the cycle demands are fairly low.

7.2

Powertrain Components

For the investigations a simulation model of a typical series drive system shown in Figure 7.1 is developed. A DC-link capacitor is used to
Electric Power
Mechanical Power

DC/
DC

FPEC

AC/
DC

DClink

DC/
AC

Electric
Motor/Generator

Gearbox

Final
drive

Battery

Brake chopper

Figure 7.1: Vehicle powertrain.
smoothen the voltage on the DC-bus. A nominal DC-link voltage of
350 V is assumed. The FPEC is connected to the DC-bus via a rectifier
and the battery is linked to the bus through a voltage converter. In
addition, a brake chopper is used to prevent too high voltage levels on
the DC-link capacitor. Such levels can for example occur when energy
is regenerated.
The traction electrical machine is supplied from the DC-link and
controlled by a switch-mode inverter. It is connected to the wheels by
a gearbox and a final drive.

7.2.1

Traction Electrical Machine

As the Prius has a power split hybrid topology the electrical machine
and the ICE can propel the vehicle simultaneously or by themselves.
Thus, neither of them has to be rated for the peak power demand as
they complement each other. The ratings for the Prius engines are given
in Table 7.3.
In an SHEV, on the other hand, the propelling electrical machine
must deliver all the traction power. But an electrical machine can be
overloaded with up to 250 % [44] for 10–30 s, which relaxes the continuous peak power rating of the machine. The electrical machine used in
simulations is assumed to have the ratings shown in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Engine power and torque in the Toyota Prius [4] and assumed values for the vehicle model.
Engine Type
Power@speed
Torque@speed
Prius
Gasoline (max.)
57 kW @ 5000 rpm
111 Nm @ 4200 rpm
Electrical (max.)
50 kW @ 1200-1540 rpm 400 Nm @ 0-1200 rpm
Net power (max.) 82 kW
SHEV
Continuous
42 kW @ 150–600 rad/s
280 Nm @ 0–150 rad/s
Overload (250%)
105 kW @ 150–600 rad/s 700 Nm @ 0–150 rad/s

Electrical Machine Model
In the Prius a synchronous permanent magnet machine is used for electric propulsion. The machine used in the model is assumed to be of the
same type. It is modelled using an efficiency map, shown in Figure 7.2,
taken from the quasi-stationary toolbox [7].
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Figure 7.2: Efficiency map for propelling electrical machine. The thick
line is enclosing the region where the machine is rated for continuous
operation.
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Gearbox

The Toyota Prius has a continuously variable transmission (CVT), a
transmission without fixed gear ratio. A CVT has slightly lower efficiency than a manual gearbox. However, the advantage is that it can
convert the incoming torque and speed to any torque-speed combination resulting in the same power, as illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Possible torque-speed combinations for fixed input power.
This is a desirable feature when a combustion engine is coupled to
the drive shaft using the CVT, as the engine then can be operated in
such a way that a high efficiency is obtained.
In an SHEV this is not required as the combustion engine already is
decoupled from the drive shaft. Moreover, an electrical machine is operating efficiently on fewer gears than a conventional engine. Therefore,
a transmission with the fixed gear rations is used in this drivetrain.
Table 7.4: Gear ratios
Gear
Gear ratio
First gear,
n(1)
6.5
Second gear, n(2)
5.9
Third gear,
n(3)
4.1
Fourth gear, n(4)
3.7
Final gear,
nf g
1.23
The gear ratios in Table 7.4 were chosen by running an optimisation
procedure on a vehicle model as suggested in [28]. This procedure finds
the gear ratios that minimises fuel consumption for the given model and
drive cycle. As the optimisation utilises a nonlinear simulation model
it cannot guarantee a global optimum. However, a local optimum is
satisfactory as the procedure only is utilised to find reasonable values
for gear ratios.
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Five gears are available when optimising but the result suggests
almost the same ratio for two of the gears. This indicates that four
gears are sufficient for efficient utilisation of the electrical machine in
this powertrain.
Gearbox model
The gearbox is modelled as a torque and angular velocity conversion
and a block diagram is shown in Figure 7.4. As a backwards model
Twheel
Pwheel
ωwheel

Gearbox

TEM
ωEM

PEM

Figure 7.4: Gearbox model.
is used the EM torque TEM is calculated from the torque required for
propulsion Twheel using the gear ratio n(i), the final gear ratio nf g , and
the gearbox efficiency ηgear . The angular velocity is transformed in the
inverse way. The expressions for the conversion are
TEM
ωEM

Twheel
,
ηgear n(i)nf g
= ωwheel n(i)nf g .

=

(7.1)
(7.2)

By combining (7.1) and (7.2) the relation for the powerflow on each
side of the gearbox can be expressed as
PEM = Pwheel /ηgear .

(7.3)

A constant gearbox efficiency of ηgear = 95 % is assumed.

7.2.3

Battery

In the Prius system a 1.3 kWh Ni-MH battery pack is utilised. However, future battery systems will be made of Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) batteries. In fact, Toyota has announced that the third generation Prius
will use this technology. Li-Ion batteries have high efficiency, high energy density and high power density, thus very promising properties.
The battery investigated here is therefore a Li-Ion battery system.
A hybrid vehicle’s battery pack is expensive so it is desirable to
minimise the aging processes to achieve a long battery lifetime.
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The main factors that influence the aging of a Li-Ion battery are1 :
• How large load that is applied.
• How long time the load is applied.
• How deep the battery is discharged during the load.
To summarise, it is not desirable to let the battery supply a large current for a long time.
The battery capacity c describes the total number of Ampere-hours
that can be withdrawn from battery under specified conditions of discharge [37]. The load rate are described as parts of c [37], hence the
load rate c/2 for a battery with 2 Ah capacity corresponds to 1 A load
current.
Furthermore, when the same load energy is applied to a battery
having a large capacity, compared to one with smaller capacity, the
larger battery has shallower depth of discharge. Thus, the battery capacity must be carefully chosen to achieve a reasonable lifetime under
the expected load.
Parameters for the battery system used in the model are taken from
[41] where a Li-Ion battery pack is compared to the Prius Ni-MH battery. This battery pack is constructed using ICR18650 Li-Ion cylindrical
cells with the specification given in Table 7.5.
Battery model
The detail level of battery models in the literature varies from very
detailed models describing internal chemical reactions to simpler models
such as the Thevenin equivalent. As the battery efficiency is of great
importance for the system efficiency, it must be modelled carefully. The
required characteristics for a realistic model suitable for simulations are:
• The losses should depend on the battery load.
• The losses should depend on the present energy content.
A battery cell model with the above mentioned behaviour is a resistance
in series with a state-of-charge dependent voltage source as illustrated
in Figure 7.5. The battery model is described by the following mathematical expressions. The state-of-charge SoC is the integral of the net
powerflow into the battery, hence the power at the battery terminals
Pbatt minus the loss Ploss ,
Z t
1
SoC(t) = SoC(tstart ) +
Pbatt (τ ) − Ploss (τ ) dτ.
(7.4)
Wbatt tstart
1 Concluded after discussion with Dr. Mårten Behm at the division of Applied
Chemistry, KTH.
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Figure 7.5: Nonlinear battery model used in simulation.
The loss Ploss is the loss in the resistor R
Ploss (t) = Ri(t)2 .

(7.5)

The current i(t) is a nonlinear function of the internal voltage e(SoC),
the resistance R and the power flow Pbatt
s
2
Pbatt
e(SoC)
e(SoC)
+
+
.
(7.6)
i(t) = −
2R
2R
R
where the internal voltage e(SoC) has the following dependence of
state-of-charge
e(SoC) = E0 − k(0.6 − SoC).
(7.7)
The parameters used for the model are given in Table 7.5.
A Li-Ion based battery pack with higher energy capacity and lower
weight than the battery pack in the Prius is suggested in [41]. Data
corresponding to that pack is used for modelling here. The value on
the internal resistance R is chosen so that the battery fulfils the power
requirement and has a realistic efficiency.
The battery pack is assumed to consist of 100 series connected modules. This results in the battery pack performance given in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Battery cell model parameters.
Model Parameter
Value
Open circuit voltage E0
3.95 V
k
0.625 V/SoC
Battery pack data
Value
Nr. of modules in series, cellnr
100
Nominal voltage (SoC = 0.5)
380 V
Energy capacity
2072 Wh
Internal resistance R
1.65 Ω
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Figure 7.6: Instantaneous
charge and discharge efficiency
as function of load power and
state-of-charge.

Figure 7.7: Cycle efficiency for
constant loads.

To validate the model’s behaviour two measures of battery efficiency
are studied. First, the instantaneous charge and discharge efficiency,
where the discharge efficiency is the power at the terminals Pbatt over
the power delivered from the battery inside
ηdis =

Pbatt
.
Pbatt + Ploss

(7.8)

The charge efficiency is the power that actually charges the battery
over the power entering the battery
ηch =

Pbatt − Ploss
.
Pbatt

(7.9)

In Figure 7.6 efficiency curves for different state-of-charge values are
displayed. As seen, the charge and discharge efficiency is dependent on
both the state-of-charge and the load. Furthermore, the efficiency decreases with higher charge and discharge power, which is reasonable as
loading a battery hard generates more losses. In addition, the efficiency
decreases for lower state-of-charge values. When charging, here represented by positive power, the efficiency is slightly higher for a higher
state-of-charge. This is consistent with the behaviour of a Li-Ion battery
[35].
The second efficiency measure analysed is the Joule efficiency or the
cycle efficiency. It is the ratio of discharge energy over charge energy,
required to reach the initial state-of-charge, when the battery is fully
cycled. For a new Lithium-Ion battery cell this efficiency is roughly
94 % when loaded with c/5 whereas a Lead-acid battery has a peak
efficiency of 80 % [35].
The Joule efficiency for this model is displayed in Figure 7.7. The
curve is achieved by totally discharging the battery using a constant
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power and then recharging it using the same constant power level. As
seen, the cycle efficiency decreases during heavy load and for low loads
the battery has an efficiency above 90 %, which is consistent with the
values in [35].
The above observations indicate that this fairly simple battery model
has the desired properties and behaves in a realistic way.

7.2.4

Power Electronics

Power electronics are essential for the hybrid electric system. It is used
for control of the electrical machines and conversion between different
voltage levels in the system.
As discussed earlier several power electronic devices are used in this
powertrain. The efficiency of these devices depends on the voltage and
current but the average efficiency is usually high. In addition, a power
electronic device is fast compared to the other powertrain components.
The devices are therefore simply modelled as a constant scaling ηconv
of the power input
Pin ηconv = Pout .
(7.10)
An efficiency of ηconv = 97 % is assumed for all power electronics in
this vehicle.

7.2.5

DC-link

The DC-link capacitor was discussed and dimensioned in chapter 6. It
is modelled as storage of the FPEC power flow PF P , the battery power
flow Pbatt and the load disturbance Pload , over the present DC-link
voltage UDC

UDC (t) = UDC (tstart )+

1
C

Z

t

tstart


PF P (τ )+Pbatt (τ )−Pload (τ ) /UDC (τ )dτ.

(7.11)
The power dissipated in the brake chopper is modelled as a saturation of the capacitor’s voltage level. Hence, when the capacitor is
saturated any additional power entering the DC-link is dissipated.
As the load disturbance is acting directly on the DC-link the capacitor’s voltage level must be controlled to assure that it is within
the allowed limit. Furthermore, the capacitor cannot provide power for
long time intervals so it requires a controller to not be totally drained
from time to time. The DC-link voltage is preferably kept around its
nominal level of 350 V but variations are allowed and small variations
have minor effect on the system.
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Recently, a nonlinear control law for buffer control has been suggested [47, 49]. The nonlinear law F (UDC ) is the tangent function

F (UDC ) = K · tan (UDC − a)/b
(7.12)

Control output [kW]

where, UDC is the present DC-link voltage and a, b, and K are tuning
parameters. This nonlinear controller gives a small control output for
small variations around the nominal voltage value and a very large
output when the voltage is reaching the limits, as seen in Figure 7.8.
This is a desirable behaviour that cannot be achieved using the more
common proportional controller. The output of the DC-link controller
50
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DC−link voltage [V]
Figure 7.8: Controller output as function of DC-link voltage. The
controller parameters are a = 350, b = 400 and K = 13000.
is added to the power management controller’s load demand input.
Power management is discussed more in chapter 9.

7.2.6

Auxiliary Load

The auxiliary loads, for example fuel pump and internal heating, are
modelled as a constant power consumption of 600 W. This is typical
average load power for a vehicle’s electrical system [2].

7.2.7

Diesel Generator

For comparison an SHEV equipped with a diesel generator is chosen
as reference vehicle. In the reference vehicle the FPEC is replaced by
a conventional diesel generator while the other powertrain components
are the same. A diesel generator is a combination of an ICE and an
electrical generator. The generator can provide 45 kW power and the
resulting efficiency is obtained by combining the two efficiency maps
from [6] shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10.
In an SHEV any torque-speed combination providing the required
power can be chosen, as the diesel-generator does not have a mechanical
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Figure 7.9: Diesel combustion
engine efficiency map.

Figure 7.10: Electrical generator efficiency map.
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7.3

Optimal efficiency

connection to the drive shaft. However, the torque-speed combination
with the highest efficiency for the given power is preferably chosen. The
optimal points for the torque-speed map are displayed in Figure 7.11
and the resulting efficiency as function of power is presented in Figure
7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Optimal diesel
generator efficiency as function
of power.

Modelling for Optimisation

For the optimisation procedure, that will be described in chapter 8, a
model simpler than the one described earlier is sufficient. As the power
management primary affects the DC-link capacitor, the battery and
FPEC, these parts are most important to include in the optimisation
formulation. The required power is precalculated by simulating part of
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the drivetrain as shown in Figure 7.13.
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ηF P
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Vehicle
dynamics

Precalculation

Brake
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Figure 7.13: Structure of state-space optimisation model.

7.3.1

State-space Model

The system is modelled as two power buffers: the DC-link capacitor and
the battery. The battery is modelled with state-of-charge as the output. The powerflow in and out from the battery terminals is separated
into two positive power flows, Pch and Pdis . This makes it possible to
have different values for the battery charge efficiency ηch and discharge
efficiency ηdis . The battery state-of-charge is described as the integral
of the net powerflow into the battery
1
SoC(t) = SoC(tstart )+
Wbatt

Z

t

ηch Pch (τ )−ηdis Pdis (τ ) dτ. (7.13)

tstart

The capacitor can be charged using FPEC power PF P or the battery power. The load power Pload is considered to be a disturbance
acting directly on the DC-link. Furthermore, it is possible to discharge
excess power in the brake chopper Pbr . The present energy level of the
capacitor can be expressed as
Z
Wcond (t) = Wcond (tstart )+

t

PF P (τ )+Pdis (τ )−Pch (τ )−Pbr (τ )−Pload (τ ) dτ.
tstart

(7.14)
Equation (7.13)-(7.14) can be expressed as a continuous state-space
model
ẋ(t) = Bu(t) + F v(t),

(7.15)

by choosing the state vector x(t) as



SoC(t)
x(t) =
,
Wcond (t)

(7.16)
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the input vector u(t) as


PF P (t)
 Pch (t) 

u(t) = 
 Pdis (t)  ,
Pbr (t)

(7.17)

v(t) = Pload (t).

(7.18)

and the disturbance v(t) as

The matrices are

0 ηch /Wbatt
B=
1
−1

−ηdis /Wbatt
1


0
,
−1

F =




0
.
−1

(7.19)

As there is no dependence on x(t) in (7.15) and thus no dynamics this
model simply represents two buffers that can be filled and drained using
the control input vector u(t).

7.3.2

Discretisation

To be able to use this system description in a linear program it must
be discretised. Several methods to convert continuous time models to
discrete time are available but here the zero-order hold approach [42]
is chosen. This method can be seen as sampling the continuous system
with the control signal kept constant during the sampling interval. The
result is a discrete description of the system
x[k + 1] = Ad x[k] + Bd u[k] + Fd v[k],

(7.20)

where k is the time index. The matrices Bd and Fd differs from B and
F due to the discretisation. Moreover, the discretisation introduces an
additional matrix Ad .

7.4

Drive Cycle Analysis

An initial analysis of the power and energy requirements for the system
is made by using part of the model, that is, vehicle dynamics, gearbox,
and propelling electrical machine. This part of the model, shown in
Figure 7.14 is creating the load disturbance acting on the DC-link and
this disturbance is the same for all investigations in this thesis. The
model is also used to find the electrical machine requirements discussed
in section 7.1. In addition, some interesting conclusions can be drawn
using this model.
The cycle that will be used in all investigations is the federal test
procedure 75 (FTP75) shown in Figure 7.15. This is a cycle used for
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Figure 7.14: Power

FTP75 drive cycle [km/h]

emission certification in the US, Sweden, Mexico, Switzerland and Australia. It is a real velocity profile measured during morning traffic in
Los Angeles and as seen, it has both slow driving around 50 km/h,
highway driving around 90 km/h and a number of standstills. Hence,
it is representative for most driving conditions and therefore chosen for
this study.
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Figure 7.15: The federal test procedure 75 drive cycle
By analysis of the power flow shown it can be concluded that ideally
26 % of the required propulsion energy can be acquired by regeneration.
The power flow over time is shown in Figure 7.16. However, to utilise
all this energy the battery’s capacity must be sufficiently large.
Each time the vehicle is retarding, power is regenerated into the
system for some time. This results in a different amount of energy
regenerated each time the vehicle retards. This energy will be referred
to as consecutive regenerated energy. The distribution of the consecutive
regenerated energy, for the FTP75 cycle, is shown in Figure 7.17.
As seen in Figure 7.17, the largest amount of energy continuously
regenerated is approximately 150 kJ or 41.7 Wh, which is only 2 % of
the total battery capacity of 2.072 kWh.
The distribution of power flowing in and out of the electrical machine is shown in Figure 7.18. Most of the time the power level is be-
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tween -20 kW and 20 kW, hence it is desirable to have high system
efficiency for this load interval.
Finally, a benchmark value for the lowest fuel consumption for this
powertrain can be found. The FPEC model has an estimated peak
efficiency of approximately 43 %. Simulating a powertrain where the
FPEC provides all traction power, operating with the peak efficiency
all the time, and where all energy can be regenerated with 100 % efficiency results in a fuel consumption of 0.35 l/10 km. Thus, lower fuel
consumption is hard to achieve with this powertrain in the later investigations, as battery losses, power converter losses and FPEC losses
then are present. In addition, not all available regeneration energy can
usually be utilised.
In the next chapter another benchmark value is found by using
linear optimisation and the powertrain model.

Chapter 8

Finding the Optimal
Fuel Consumption
As there are several power sources in an HEV, the efficiency, and thus
the fuel consumption, is dependent on the power control strategy used.
That is, a good utilisation and interaction between the power sources
results in a high efficiency. This dependence makes it hard to decide
how well a control strategy performs by just doing simulations of the
system.
Optimisation is one tool that can be used to facilitate these tasks.
The results from an optimisation procedure are hopefully close to the
best achievable, and can therefore be used as a benchmark to know
when a controller or powertrain design is good enough. Another feature is that limits on the systems states can be incorporated in the
evaluation.
In this chapter the ”optimal” fuel consumption for the powertrain
described by the models developed in chapter 7 is investigated. Linear
optimisation is chosen to achieve a good compromise between solution
time and accuracy. The state-space model developed in chapter 7 is
used in the problem formulation. However, to reduce the number of approximations the load disturbance is precalculated using the nonlinear
simulation model.

8.1

Linear programming

In a linear program (LP), a goal function is to be minimised or maximised. This function is a linear combination of the optimisation variable vector u,
g(u) = min f T u,
(8.1)
u
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where f is a vector of constants. The optimisation constraints are linear
equalities or inequalities of the optimisation vector u
Au ≤ b
Cu = d,

(8.2)
(8.3)

where b and d are vectors and A and C are matrices.
One great benefit of LP is that the problem formulation is convex,
that is, only one optimal point exists. As a result, the optimal solution
found is the global optimum. Moreover, efficient solvers are available,
so problems with a large number of variables can still be solved in
reasonable time.
The drawback when used for vehicle evaluation is that everything
must be formulated as linear or piecewise linear functions. This may
require major approximations. In addition, the problem must be discretised in time, which may introduce discrepancy from the real solution.

8.1.1

Cost Function

Fuel consumption is directly related to FPEC usage. The volume fuel
rate for diesel V̇diesel can be calculated from FPEC power PF P using
the diesel density ρdiesel and the specific calorific value qHV ,
V̇diesel = PF P /(qHV · ρdiesel ).

(8.4)

Fuel consumption rate[ml/s]

Typical values for diesel are qHV = 42.5 MJ/l and ρdiesel = 0.83 J/kg
[2]. The fuel consumption rate is estimated by using the FPEC efficiency
map from chapter 5 and expression (8.4). The fuel rate is shown in
Figure 8.1 and it can be concluded that it is an almost linear function
of delivered power.
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Figure 8.1: Fuel consumption rate as function of power.
The energy consumption, on the other hand, is not linear. Figure 8.2
illustrates the amount of fuel required to produce 1 kWh of electrical
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energy when running the FPEC at a constant power. Thus, to achieve
the lowest possible consumption the FPEC should not be operated
below 10 kW for longer periods.

Fuel consumption[l]
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Figure 8.2: The amount of fuel required to produce 1 kWh as function
of power.
Nevertheless, this effect is ignored to achieve a fairly simple linear
formulation. The cost minimised over the cycle is the total FPEC energy
used
N
X
WF P EC = min ·
PF P [k].
(8.5)
k=0

The fuel consumption is then calculated using FPEC power and the
fuel rate map in Figure 8.1. Hence, the FPEC efficiency is considered
in the fuel consumption calculation but the optimisation procedure is
not affected by it.

8.1.2

Constraints

The constraints used in this optimisation are introduced for three reasons. The powertrain has physical limitations that introduce inequality constraints. Charge sustaining behaviour is desired, which requires
equality constraints. Finally, the discrete state-space representation of
the system introduces equality constraints.
Physical constraints
The components in an electrical powertrain have physical limitations.
These limitations are, for example, sizes of the energy buffers or constraints on how fast the power level can be changed. The FPEC powertrain is assumed to be under the following constraints. The FPEC can
only generate power (not absorb) and has a limit on the peak power it
can generate
0 ≤ PF P ≤ Pmax .
(8.6)
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Moreover, it cannot change between power levels infinitely fast during
a sample interval, which results in a rate-of-change constraint
− ṖF P max ≤ ṖF P ≤ ṖF P max ,

(8.7)

which in discrete time can be formulated as
− ∆t · ṖF P max ≤ |PF D [k] − PF D [k − 1]| ≤ ∆t · ṖF P max ,

(8.8)

where k is the time index and ∆t the sample time. The battery has
limits on how much power it can provide
− Pbattmax ≤ Pdis − Pch ≤ Pbattmax ,

(8.9)

where Pdis − Pch is the net battery power flow at the terminals. The
DC-link capacitor has limitations on the allowed DC-link voltage
UDCmin ≤ UDC ≤ UDCmax ,

(8.10)

Finally, to achieve high efficiency and long lifetime of the battery it
should not be cycled too deep. Therefore it is desirable to keep the SoC
within certain limits
SoCmin ≤ SoC ≤ SoCmax .

(8.11)

Charge sustaining constraints
A charge sustaining power management strategy aims to keep the
charge of the energy storage within certain limits during driving. This
is the desired behaviour of the FPEC vehicle and to assure charge sustaining behaviour, the final values of the energy buffers are forced to
be same as the initial.
SoC[kstart ]

= SoC[kend ]

(8.12)

UDC [kstart ]

= UDC [kend ]

(8.13)

Without these end constraints the optimisation would favour a strategy
draining the buffers as much as possible as this results in a lower FPEC
usage.
State-space constraints
The discrete formulation is determined by the initial value x0 = x[0],
the known disturbance v[k] and the unknown control values u[k]. To
illustrate how this can be reformulated into an equality constraint, the
state-space description (7.20) is investigated over three timesteps,
x[1]

= Ad x0 + Bd u[0] + Fd v[0]

(8.14)

x[2]
x[3]

= Ad x[1] + Bd u[1] + Fd v[1]
= Ad x[2] + Bd u[2] + Fd v[2]

(8.15)
(8.16)
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By substituting (8.14) into (8.15) and (8.15) into (8.16) and using vector
notation (8.14)-(8.16) can be expressed as




 
Bd
0
0
Fd
0
Ad
Bd
0  ud + Ad Fd
Fd
0  vd ,
xd = A2d  x0 + Ad Bd
A2d Bd Ad Bd Bd
A2d Fd Ad Fd Fd
A3d
{z
}
{z
}
|
|
| {z }
Ā

B̄

F̄

(8.17)

with



x[1]
xd = x[2] ,
x[3]



u[0]
ud = u[1]
u[2]



v[0]
and vd = v[1] .
v[2]

(8.18)

Equation (8.17) can be expressed as a linear equality constraint on the
LP form (8.3) by moving everything not depending on ud to the right
hand side,
B̄ud = xd − Āx0 − F̄ vd .
(8.19)
The above procedure can be generalised for N timesteps by expanding
the matrices Ā, B̄ and F̄ . As seen, the size of these matrices and vectors depends on both the number of states and the number of discrete
timesteps that are investigated. Hence, decreasing the sample time results in more timesteps per second and larger matrices and vectors.

8.2

Implementation

Reformulating the problem and creating the matrices as described earlier are a quite tedious effort. An excellent modelling language that
facilitates this in Matlab is Yalmip [40]. Yalmip also works as an interface to a large number of numerical solvers. The solver used in this
analysis is SDPT3 [53], a Matlab software for semidefinite-quadraticlinear programming.
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Figure 8.3: Model for precalculation of power disturbance.
The power used to propel the vehicle is seen as a disturbance acting
on the DC-link capacitor. The disturbance Pdist is originating from the
drive cycle and precalculated using a model of part of the powertrain,
as shown in Figure 8.3 and discussed in section 7.4.
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Optimisation Formulation

When the cost function and the constraints are determined, the final
formulation of the optimisation problem can be summarised as follows.
Optimisation Formulation
For the given powertrain under the power disturbance (7.18), keep the
DC-link voltage within the given limits using the available power sources
PF P , Pbatt and the brake chopper Pbr so that the energy consumption
is minimised
N
X
WF P EC = min
PF P [k].
(8.20)
k=0

This minimisation should be done subject to the powertrain limitations
0
−ṖF P max
−Pbattmax
SoCmin

≤
PF P
≤
ṖF P
≤ Pdis − Pch
≤
SoC

≤
≤
≤
≤

Pmax
ṖF P max
Pbattmax
SoCmax

(8.21)

the buffer end constraints and the state-space model constraints
SoC[kstart ]
UDC [kstart ]
B̄ud

= SoC[kend ]
= UDC [kend ]
= xd − Āx0 − F̄ vd .

The numerical values used for the model and the constraints are
given in Table 8.1.

8.2.2

Sample Time

As discussed earlier, using a small discretisation time results in large
matrices and vectors. This may give numerical problems in the solver
or computer memory issues. The calculation time is also increased. On
the other hand, using a too large discretisation time may result in a
bad approximation of the continuous model.
To get an indication of how the discretisation time affects the final result, the optimisation is performed on the first 430 seconds of
the FTP75 cycle using models discretised with different sample times.
The times investigated are 1 s, 0.5 s, 0.25 s, 0.1 s and 0.05 s and the
result is presented in Table 8.2. The relative improvement on the last
table row corresponds to how much lower the fuel consumption result is
compared to optimising with a model discretised with the sample time
to the left. That is, using Ts = 0.5 s gives approximately 2.1 % lower
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Table 8.1: Numerical values used in the optimisation formulation.
Model parameters
Value
DC-link capacitor:
20 mF
Discretisation time, ∆t
0.1 s
Battery energy content, Wbatt 2.072 kWh
Constraints
PF P max
45 kW
ṖF P max
7.5 kW/∆t
SoCmin
30 %
SoCmax
70 %
±Pbattmax
±24 kW
UDCmax
400 V
UDCmin
300 V
Initial values
SoCinit
70 %
UDCinit
350 V

Table 8.2: Fuel consumption for the investigated sample times.
Parameter
Value
Sample time Ts
1s
0.5s
0.25s
0.1s
0.05s
Fuel consumption [l/10km] 0.392 0.3857 0.3814 0.3789 0.3780
Relative improvement
2.1 % 1.12 % 0.67 % 0.2 %
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result than using Ts = 1 s. To get a reasonable compromise between
calculation time and accuracy the discretisation time used in the following optimisation analysis is chosen to 0.1 s. Using the even smaller
timestep Ts = 0.05 s would only change the result with 0.2 % .

8.3

Results and Conclusions

First, it should be noted that this optimisation suggests control values
for battery and FPEC power when the entire drive cycle is known in
advance. Thus, the behaviour is non-casual and the resulting lowest fuel
consumption is hard to achieve with a real implementable controller.
The state-of-charge variation over the cycle can be seen as the
thicker line in Figure 8.4. The full available range of 30–70 % SoC
is far from fully utilised and the cycling is very shallow for the 2 kWh
battery. In fact, when solving with reduced battery capacity, it turns
out that the capacity can be reduced more than ten times without
increase of the optimal fuel consumption for the investigated cycle.
The variation when using a ten times smaller battery (0.2 kWh),
is also shown in Figure 8.4. As seen, it utilises more of the available
range but the smaller capacity results in deeper cycling. To assure a
reasonable battery lifetime a capacity somewhere in between the values
investigated here is probably desirable.
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Figure 8.4: Battery state-of-charge variations. The thick line is for the
2 kWh battery whereas the thinner line is for the 0.2 kWh battery.
The battery power flow is seen in Figure 8.5. The largest power
peaks occur when charging, and from time to time they are close to the
rated battery peak power of 24 kW. Hence, an energy storage with less
energy capacity and at least the same power capability is desirable. A
supercapacitor is a suitable alternative with these properties.
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Figure 8.5: Battery power, positive values are discharging the battery.

ηFPEC & number of samples

As seen in Figure 8.6, the FPEC is working frequently at low loads
where the efficiency is poor. This is a result of the linear cost-function as
discussed in section 8.2. The optimisation algorithm minimises the sum
of FPEC power and does not consider the FPEC efficiency. It might
be possible to include this into the problem formulation by having a
quadratic or perhaps a nonlinear cost function. However, as the main
goal of this optimisation is to find a benchmark value for power management strategies, no attempts were made to improve the formulation.
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Figure 8.6: Efficiency of the FPEC (cross points) and a histogram
of the number of samples spent in a power interval. Operating points
below 500 W are excluded.
Finally, the optimal fuel consumption for different battery efficiencies are given in Table 8.3. For reference, a system without battery
is investigated. The optimisation finds a feasible solution for a system
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Table 8.3: Fuel consumption results from optimisation.
Battery eff. Fuel cons. [l/10 km]
No batt.
0.464
0.80
0.400
0.85
0.393
0.90
0.385
0.95
0.377
0.99
0.370
without battery. Hence, under the optimisation constraints used, the
FPEC and the DC-link capacitor can handle the power disturbance by
themselves. However, as mentioned earlier this procedure is non-causal
so it can compensate for the disturbances before they actually have
affected the system. This compensation is hard to achieve, to the same
extent, in a real system. Thus, some kind of energy or power buffer is
needed. Nevertheless, the result indicates that a fairly small buffer may
be sufficient.
Using an almost ideal battery, that is, with 99 % efficiency results in
0.37 l/10km. The almost ideal vehicle estimation in chapter 7 resulted
in 0.35 l/10km. Hence, introducing a varying FPEC efficiency into the
model has increased the fuel consumption with 0.02 l/10 km or 5 %
compared to the ideal vehicle.
In the next chapter the fuel consumption under different power management strategies will be analysed. The results presented above will
then be useful when analysing how good these strategies really are.

Chapter 9

Power Management
To utilise the full potential of a hybrid vehicle it is important to use its
available power sources in an efficient way. As mentioned in chapter 4,
common strategies for SHEVs are on-off or load-following strategies.
However, controlling an FPEC using an on-off strategy would not take
advantage of its main benefit: the rapid transient response.
In this chapter, three power management strategies are investigated.
The first strategy is a load following strategy using one FPEC unit. The
second is a load-following strategy with two FPEC units; combining
two units may increase the system efficiency at low loads. Finally, a
strategy, based on an equivalent consumption minimisation, is adapted
to the FPEC powertrain and analysed.
Measurements
Traction power demand
Power Management Controller

Battery
Controller

DC-link
Controller

FPEC
controller

Traction EM
Controller

Battery
Controller

DC-link

FPEC

EM

Figure 9.1: Example of controller structure.
The strategies investigated are operating on a high system level and
should only decide how the power should flow. This information is then
sent to the low-level controllers in the system as seen in Figure 9.1.
To make the decision, information about the system’s present states is
required. The states can be measured or estimated but in this analysis
they are just assumed available.
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The power demand is assumed to be available and is used as a feedforward signal to the power management controller. This signal will
probably be available in a real system as the power demand mainly is
determined by the required traction power, and the traction electrical
machine requires some kind of power control.
The control strategies investigated are all charge sustaining. Therefore, to make the simulation results regarding fuel consumption comparable, the battery is recharged to its initial state-of-charge value (70 %)
at the end of the cycle. When recharging, the FPEC is assumed to be
operating at a power of 15 kW and thus quite high efficiency. The fuel
consumption after recharging will be referred to as corrected fuel consumption.

9.1

Load Following Strategies

Corr fuel [l/10km]

As the FPEC has a rapid transient response and high efficiency over
major part of its operating region it should be able to efficiently follow
a fluctuating power demand. In the heavy-duty truck study [36] such a
strategy gave the most promising result. Two load-following strategies
for the FPEC powertrain are therefore analysed here.
The first strategy is utilising a singular FPEC unit. The strategy
makes the FPEC follow the load demand and the required additional
transient power is provided by the battery.
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Figure 9.2: Corrected fuel consumption as function of FPEC start
and stop threshold values.
To avoid FPEC operation at low power levels, where the efficiency
also is low, start and stop power thresholds are used. These threshold
levels are the available tuning parameters for this strategy. To optimise
the values for this cycle the vehicle is simulated using 1–20 kN as a
start threshold combined with 2–10 kN as stop values. The corrected
fuel consumption for these combinations is presented in Figure 9.2.
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By analysis of the fuel consumption results, after iteration, a minimum corresponding to a start threshold of 7 kW and a stop threshold
of 1 kW is found. These levels are therefore chosen for further investigation. However, in the histogram of operating points, shown in Figure
9.3, it can be seen that the FPEC is operating frequently at power
levels lower than 10 kW and thus with a low efficiency.
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Figure 9.3: FPEC operating point intensity and FPEC efficiency as
function of power for 9 kW start threshold and 1 kW stop threshold.
One simple approach to avoid this operating region is to also set the
stop threshold to 10 kW as the FPEC then would not operate at the
low power levels. However, by looking at the fuel consumption surface
in Figure 9.2 it can be concluded that using 10 kW as stop threshold
in fact increases the fuel consumption.
Another approach is to utilise two or more FPECs instead of just
one. A smaller unit has higher efficiency at the lower power levels than
a larger one. In addition, the number of active units can be determined
by the load. Hence, some units can be turned off when the load is low,
which forces the active units to operate at higher power, thus with
higher efficiency.
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Figure 9.4: Efficiency curves for a 45 kW (dashed line) and 22.5 kW
(solid line) FPEC unit.
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The curves in Figure 9.4 illustrate the FPEC efficiencies under the
assumption that downscaling the 45 kW FPEC to a 22.5 kW unit just
scales the efficiency curve. As seen, the smaller unit has up to 10 %
higher efficiency value at low loads. To investigate the potential efficiency increase of this approach a load-following strategy using two
FPEC units is studied.
Two units require four threshold levels to be tuned: the start thresholds for each unit as well as the stop thresholds. To find suitable values
for these threshold values, simulations is iterated in the same manner
as for the one FPEC case and the thresholds resulting in the lowest
fuel consumption is chosen. The thresholds for the two cases are given
in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Threshold levels for load following strategies.
Start 1 Stop 1 Start 2 Stop 2
One FPEC:
7 kW
1 kW
Two FPECs:
8 kW
1 kW
24 kW
8 kW

9.2

The Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategy

Strategies defined by a set of rules and thresholds, as in the two loadfollowing strategies just discussed, are probably used in most hybrid vehicles today. However, finding threshold levels and switching points for
such strategies requires extensive simulations and testing on a real system to assure high efficiency. Furthermore, in a real vehicle the driving
characteristics and the cycle are changing over time and it is therefore
hard to optimise the values for all possible driving conditions. A more
systematic way to find thresholds and control the power flow based on
the system properties and not on the drive cycle is desirable.
One method that may achieve this has been suggested in the literature under the name equivalent consumption minimisation strategy
(ECMS). It is based on the power flow and the efficiencies of the system
components. Thus, it is a generic method that can be applied to any
hybrid powertrain.
The ECMS minimises a weighted cost of power source usage every
sample time. The cost is calculated by transforming the required energy
into one common energy form: an equivalent consumption, hence the
name. The combination of power sources minimising the stated cost,
subject to the system constraints, is then used.
The strategy is derived under the assumption of a charge sustaining
system. The main ideas behind the strategy are:
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• Using power from the energy buffer at present time will require a
future recharge of the buffer using the PPU and thus an equivalent
fuel cost. However, as regeneration of energy charges the buffer
for free, this cost can be reduced using a weighting factor.
• Recharging the energy buffer at the present time results in a fuel
cost now, but also an equivalent fuel gain in the future, as energy
is stored and can be used later.

9.2.1

The ECMS Cost Function

The cost used in this work is energy consumption. Other costs such as
emissions or driveability could of course also be in included in the cost
function, but will not be considered here.
It is desirable to minimise the vehicle’s overall energy or fuel consumption
min Wf uel ,
which for a discrete drive cycle with N timesteps, sample time ∆t and
time index k is
Wf uel =

min

PF P , Pbatt

∆t

N
X

Pf uel (k),

(9.1)

k=0

which is similar to the global optimisation cost function used in chapter 8.
However, the minimisation (9.1) would require total knowledge about
the future drive cycle, the losses in the system etc. and could never be
fully realised in reality.
The ECMS instead tries to reach an overall low energy consumption
by doing the minimisation every timestep k
Wf uel =

N
X

k=0

min

PF P , Pbatt

Pf uel (k)∆t.

(9.2)

This does not result in a global minimisation but is implementable in
a real-time system.
For the FPEC system the equivalent fuel cost WEQ is the sum of the
present energy consumption by the FPEC WF P , and a future energy
consumption (or reduction) due to charging (or discharging) the battery
Wbatt ,
(9.3)
min WEQ = WF P + γ · Wbatt .
PF P , Pbatt

The factor γ is an important parameter in the controller and discussed
more thoroughly in 9.3.3.
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9.3

The Algorithm

The suggested power management strategy for the FPEC powertrain
will be stated below. In the presented cost functions the efficiency will
be denoted ηi (Pi ) when it is a function of power, ηi when it is assumed
to be constant and η̄i when it is approximated by an average value.
ECMS strategy
For each sample time k, given the current states of the system PF P [k],
SoC[k] and Pload [k], determine the control signals PF P [k + 1] and
Pbatt [k + 1] which provides the load power
Pload [k] = PF P [k + 1] + Pbatt [k + 1],
and minimises the equivalent consumption
min

PF P , Pbatt

WEQ = WF P + γ · Wbatt ,

where
WF P

Wbatt

=

PF P
∆t
ηF P (PF P ) · ηconv

(9.4)


Pbatt · ηconv · ηch (Pbatt ηconv ) · η dis


∆t when Pbatt < 0

ηF P
=
(9.5)

Pbatt


∆t
when
P
>
0
batt
3
ηdis (Pbatt ) · ηconv
· η F P · η ch

The minimisation should be done subject to the constraints
0≤

PF P

−ṖF P max ≤ ṖF P
−Pbattmax ≤ Pbatt
SoCmin ≤ SoC

≤ Pmax
≤ ṖF P max
≤ Pbattmax
≤ SoCmax

The equivalent consumptions are derived under the assumption that
no regeneration energy is utilised, that is, all battery recharge power is
produced by the FPEC. The effect of regeneration is then considered
by the equivalence factor γ. Other necessary assumptions are:
• The present battery discharge and charge occur over one sample
interval k whereas the future discharge and charge can occur over
any time interval.
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• The signals are constant over the sample interval.
If the sample time is chosen sufficiently small, the signal variation is
also small which justifies the last assumption.
To simplify notation the time index on all power and energy quantities is removed, that is Wi [k] and Pi [k] is denoted Wi and Pi . Moreover,
all power electronic devices are assumed to have a constant efficiency
ηconv .
The fuel power Pf uel required to produce the FPEC power PF P and
deliver it to the DC-link through the rectifier can be expressed as
Pf uel =

PF P
.
ηF P (PF P ) · ηconv

(9.6)

The FPEC fuel cost WF P is achieved by multiplying (9.6) with time.

9.3.1

Equivalent Discharge Consumption

The power flow, when the battery is discharged, Pbatt > 0, is illustrated
in Figure 9.5.
DC-link
FPEC

AC/DC

ηF P

ηconv
ηconv

Fuel

DC/AC

Traction
EM

Load

Pbatt
DC/DC

ηdis
FPEC

ηF P

AC/DC

DC/DC

Battery

ηconv ηconv ηch

Figure 9.5: Powerflow when discharging. The path in the dashed box
represents the path for the equivalent consumption due to battery usage.
From the paths in Figure 9.5, the equivalent fuel cost is derived.
When the battery is providing the power Pbatt to the DC-link for ∆t
seconds, its energy contents decreases with
Wbattout =

Pbatt
∆t,
ηdis (Pbatt ) · ηconv

(9.7)

as the battery and power converter have losses. This energy reduction
must be compensated for in the future by using the FPEC to charge
the battery through the path in the dashed box shown in Figure 9.5.
After recharging, the battery should have regained the energy Wbattout
that was lost. However, the recharge may occur over any time interval
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[t1 , t2 ], which introduces an integral equation and complicates things
as two unknown quantities appear
Z t2
 2

Wbattout =
Pf uel (τ ) · ηF P PF P (τ ) · ηconv
· ηch PF P (τ ) dτ. (9.8)
t1

The factors in (9.8) can be recognised from the path in the dashed box
in Figure 9.5. However, the future battery charge efficiency ηch (x) is
unknown as it depends on the future SoC and the future charge power.
The future FPEC usage efficiency ηF P (x) is also unknown. To simplify,
the unknown efficiencies are approximated with average values η ch and
η F P . When these substitutions are made in (9.8), the equivalent fuel
consumption when discharging the battery can, after rearranging, be
expressed as
Z t2
Wbattout
Pf uel (τ )dτ =
,
(9.9)
2
η F P · η ch · ηconv
t1
with Wbattout given by (9.7).

9.3.2

Equivalent Charge Consumption

The equivalent cost when the battery is charged is derived from the
power flow shown in Figure 9.6.
DC-link

AC/DC

FPEC

ηF P

ηconv
ηconv

Fuel

FPEC

ηF P

AC/DC

DC/DC

DC/AC

Traction
EM

Load

Pbattin/out
DC/DC

Battery

ηconv ηconv ηdis

Figure 9.6: Powerflow when charging.
When the battery is charged, by the power Pbattin from the DC-link
for ∆t seconds, the battery energy content increases with
Wbattin = Pbattin · ηconv · ηch (Pbattin ηconv )∆t.

(9.10)

This energy, reduced by losses, can be used in the future, over an unknown time interval [t1 , t2 ], to provide the power Pbattout (t) to the DClink
Z t2
Pbattout (τ )
 dτ = Wbattin .
(9.11)
t1 ηconv · ηdis Pbattout (τ )

The future battery discharge efficiency above ηdis (Pbattout (τ )), is approximated with a mean value η dis . The available future battery energy
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can after rearranging (9.11) be expressed as
Z t2
Pbattout (τ )dτ = Wbattin · ηconv · η dis .

(9.12)

t1

If the same amount of energy instead was provided by the FPEC, the
following relationship must hold
Z t2

Pf uel (τ ) · ηF P PF P (τ ) · ηconv dτ = Wbattin · ηconv · η dis . (9.13)
t1

Finally, by approximating the FPEC efficiency with a mean efficiency
η F P and rearranging again, the equivalent fuel cost for charging the
battery is
Z t2
Wbattin · η dis
,
(9.14)
Pf uel (τ )dτ =
ηF P
t1
with Wbattin given by (9.10).

9.3.3

The Equivalence Factor

In the derivation of the equivalent cost above, the battery power cost
is calculated under the assumption that all recharge power is provided
by the FPEC. This is not true for a system that can regenerate braking
energy. The actual battery cost is then reduced as part of the recharge
is made ”for free” by the regeneration energy. The equivalent fuel gain
is also reduced for the same reason.
The effect of regeneration is considered by introducing the equivalence factor γ in (9.3). However, this factor will influence the controller
behaviour. A large γ results in a large cost for battery usage and favours
FPEC power usage, whereas a small γ favours battery usage. Consequently, one approach when tuning the ECMS is to see γ as a design
parameter and tune it until a good compromise between battery and
FPEC usage is achieved.
Another approach is to estimate the amount of energy that usually
is regenerated and choose γ according to this [48]. Using a time varying
γ [50] or an adaptively updated γ [45] has also been suggested.
In this analysis, the equivalence factor γ will be given a constant
value. The average efficiencies, originating from the assumptions about
the future battery and FPEC efficiency, can then be factorised into the
equivalence factor as they also are assumed to be constant
γ1
γ2

= γ η dis /η F P
= γ/(η ch · η F P ).

(9.15)
(9.16)

This reduces the number of tuning parameters for this strategy, thus it
is simpler to find suitable values. Furthermore, both the factors γ 1 and
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γ 2 are assumed to be equal. Even though they theoretically should be
different, assigning them equal numerical values will not significantly
affect the final fuel consumption result [45].

9.3.4

Cost Function Analysis

Energy [kJ]

The ECMS power flow calculations have provided a systematic way to
compare the cost of power source usage. The ECMS control output is
a function of the load Pload , the state-of-charge SoC and the current
FPEC power PF P . The output will be denoted ECM S(Pload , SoC, PF P ).

100

γ=2
γ=1.5
γ=1
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Load power [kW]
Figure 9.7: FPEC and battery cost as a function of load power for
fixed state-of-charge and PF P old , ECM S(Pload , 0.65, 0). The thickest
line is the FPEC cost.
In Figure 9.7 the cost of pure battery and FPEC propulsion for three
equivalence factors and low loads are compared. As seen, for γ = 1.5
and γ = 2 a break point exists where the battery costs goes above the
FPEC cost. These points are marked with a cross. Hence, if just one
power source should be used the one with lowest cost for the given load
is preferable. However, when driving it is the power source combination
that is interesting. For a fixed load power of 15 kW, the cost function to
minimise for each γ is visualised in Figure 9.8. It should be noted that
in this example the FPEC rate-of-change constraint is not considered.
As seen, for γ = 1 pure battery propulsion gives the lowest cost as
the minimum appears for PF P = 0. For γ = 3, on the other hand, operating the FPEC at 35 kW and using the additional power for battery
recharge is the cheapest solution. This is a result of the higher penalty
on battery usage. By using γ = 2, a minimum for 13 kW FPEC power
and, consequently, 2 kW battery power is achieved. Thus, the result is
very dependent on the choice of equivalence factor γ.
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Figure 9.8: Cost as function of for fixed load and state-of-charge
ECM S(15kW, 65%, PF P )

9.3.5

Control Surface Calculation

The ECMS needs information about the load, the state-of-charge and
the present FPEC state. The measured state vector z is


PF P old [k]
z =  SoC[k] 
(9.17)
Pload [k].

The control outputs u are the power demand to the FPEC and to the
battery the next sample time


PF P ref [k + 1]
u=
(9.18)
Pbatt [k + 1]

The control actions u are functions of the measurement vector z. For
the simulation these are precalculated by dividing the measurement
signals into discrete points and optimising over
all combinations. The

instantaneous FPEC efficiency ηF P PF P (τ ) is taken from the map in
section 5.2 and the instantaneous battery efficiency is calculated using
the model in section 7.2.
By keeping one state fixed the control surfaces for the strategy
can be visualised. In Figure 9.9 the FPEC control action for a fixed
PF P old = 26 kW is displayed. The rate-of-change constraint is assumed
to be 7.5 kW under a sample so the FPEC can for this case only generate power between 18.5 kW and 33.5 kW. As seen, the FPEC reference
signal decreases when the load decreases. In addition, the FPEC power
reference is higher when the state-of-charge is approaching its lower
constraints.
The complementary battery control action can be seen in Figure
9.10 where positive power represents discharge power. As seen, it is
only for loads higher than 20 kW that the battery is discharged. For
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Figure 9.9: FPEC reference surface as function of state-of-charge and
load power for fixed PF P old = 26 kW.
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Figure 9.10: Battery reference surface for fixed state-of-charge and
load power PF P old = 26 kW.
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lower loads the battery is being recharged by the surplus FPEC power.
Thus, the ECMS strategy automatically utilises and stores the available
power.
When the optimisation was performed, solutions could not be found
for some of the investigated points. As a result, not all achieved surfaces
are as smooth as the two displayed here. This may affect the controller
behaviour to some extent but the general behaviour should not be influenced. In a real implementation smooth surfaces must of course be
assured.

9.3.6

Tuning of the Equivalence Factor

As mentioned, the equivalence factors in this study are chosen to be
constant. To find the best value for the investigated cycle the system is
simulated with a number of values. However, even lower fuel consumption can probably be achieved by optimising the equivalence factor in
a better way. The results are presented in Table 9.2.
As seen, γ = 2.25 results in the lowest corrected fuel consumption
and an almost charge sustaining strategy as the SoC is 69 % at the end
of the cycle. For γ = 2.18 the battery is drained almost to the lowest
allowed level of 30 % , as the penalty on battery usage is reduced. When
the battery reaches the lowest allowed level the strategy will behave
in a load-following way until the state-of-charge increases. For larger
equivalence factors, battery usage is more penalised and the strategy
becomes load-following. The FPEC and battery usage, in Table 9.2,
describes the division of the onboard generated power, and as seen
increasing the equivalence factor reduces battery usage.

Table 9.2: ECMS simulation results.
γ
2.18
2.2
2.25
Fuel sim. l/10km
0.335 0.388 0.429
Fuel cor. l/10km
0.51 0.469 0.435
FPEC usage %
66
73
87
Battery usage %
34
27
13
FPEC start-ups
90
105
135
End SoC %
37
54
69
Avg. FPEC eff.
34
36
36
Avg. charge eff.
96
95
97
Avg. discharge eff.
97
97
98
Part regen. energy %
17
16
16

2.5
0.447
0.448
93
7
117
70
36
98
97
16
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9.4

Results and Conclusions

The results when it comes to general behaviour, battery usage and fuel
consumption are now analysed. Three cases are investigated:
• One FPEC with a load-following strategy and thresholds.
• Two FPECs with a load-following strategy and thresholds.
• One FPEC with the ECMS.
As the start and stop thresholds for the load-following strategies,
and the equivalence factor in the ECMS, were chosen from a discrete
number of investigated points better results may be achieved by optimising more systematically. In addition, the values were chosen based
on the fuel consumption on the FTP75 cycle. For another cycle they
are probably not the optimal. However, for comparison of strategies
and for efficiency estimation this approach will be sufficient.

9.4.1

Behaviour

The simulation results for the three strategies are summarised in Table
9.3. As seen, using two FPECs reduces fuel consumption and increases
the average efficiency of the two FPEC units compared to the one FPEC
system. The ECMS does not improve fuel consumption compared to the
one FPEC case but it has high battery charge and discharge efficiency.
Furthermore, it results in 135 start-ups, thus thresholds may be desirable for this strategy as well. However, by analysing equivalent costs,
suitable thresholds can be found in a systematic way.
Table 9.3: Results from
Results
Fuel sim. l/10km
Fuel cor. l/10km
FPEC usage %
Battery usage %
FPEC start-ups
End SoC %
Avg. FPEC eff. %
Avg. charge eff. %
Avg. discharge eff. %
Part regen. energy %

the investigated
FP1
FP2
0.415 0.378
0.418 0.385
89
78/9
11
13
74
74/15
69
69
37
40/41
95
94
98
97
14
16

strategies.
ECMS
0.429
0.435
87
13
135
69
36
97
98
16

The last row in Table 9.3, part regenerated energy, corresponds to
how much of the available regenerated energy that actually flows into
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FPEC power [kW]

the DC-link. As this flow mostly depends on the DC-link controller and
the size of the DC-link, and not on the power management strategy,
the results are almost the same for all investigated cases.
By investigating the FPEC and battery operating point intensity
further conclusions about the system’s behaviour can be drawn. In the
following plots darker colour corresponds to higher intensity.
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Figure 9.11: Operating point intensity for the one FPEC case with
the load-following strategy.
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Figure 9.12: Operating point intensity for the two FPEC case.
For the load-following cases, seen in Figure 9.11 and Figure 9.12,
the generated FPEC power is almost the same as the traction power
demand. This is a natural result since the strategy is to let the FPEC
follow the load. Furthermore, battery usage is very low for loads above
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the start threshold, as seen in Figure 9.13 and Figure 9.14, as it only
has to provide the transient power difference for these load levels.
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Figure 9.13: Operating point intensity for the battery in the one
FPEC case.
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Figure 9.14: Operating point intensity for the battery in the two
FPEC case.
It can also be concluded that for load levels below -5.3 kW, thus
when regenerating, power starts to be dissipated. This is a result of the
modelled saturation of the DC-link in combination with the DC-link
controller. When the capacitor bank is saturated at the highest allowed
voltage level of 400 V, the DC-link controller compensates for this by
letting power up to 5.3 kW flow into the battery. This level can be
adjusted by tuning the controller parameters.
When the ECMS is used, the FPEC is operated in a somewhat
larger region than with the load-following strategies, as can be seen
in Figure 9.15. For low and medium load levels the generated FPEC
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Figure 9.15: Operating point intensity the ECMS case.

power is almost the same as the load power, thus the strategy is loadfollowing. However, when the load is above 20 kW the FPEC generates
more power than required for propulsion. This excess power is used
for charging the battery, as can be seen in Figure 9.16 where a high
intensity at negative battery power is present for these load levels. For
lower loads the battery is operated in a larger region than with the
load-following strategies. The above observed behaviour is a result of
the ECMS cost function, as discussed in 9.3.4.
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Figure 9.16: Operating point intensity for the battery in the ECMS
case.
Furthermore, the average battery charge and discharge efficiency are
higher or the same compared to the load-following cases. The ECMS
seems to result in that the available power sources are working over
more of their allowed operating regions, while their resulting efficiency is
maintained at a high level. Consequently, the ECMS is a better control
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strategy, than a load-following, when high utilisation of the available
power sources is desired.

9.4.2

Battery Utilisation

The state-of-charge variations over time for the simulated cases are
presented in Figure 9.17. The cycling is very shallow for all cases and,
as discussed in chapter 8, this is good for battery lifetime but also an
indication that a smaller battery pack could be utilised for this system.
As mentioned in chapter 8, one alternative is replacing or combining
0.7

0.68
FP1

0.66

FP2
ECMS
0.64

0

500

1000

1500

2000

Figure 9.17: SoC variations for the three strategies.
the battery with a super capacitor. A super capacitor is more of a power
source than an energy source and for load-following strategies, where
only transient power differences are required, it would probably work
fine. In addition it has quite high efficiency.

9.4.3

Fuel Consumption

The last analysis is a comparison of the fuel consumption results for
all investigations in this thesis. The achieved results are presented in
Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: Fuel consumption results.
Vehicle
Strategy
litres/10km
DG vehicle:
Load following
0.510
FPEC vehicle: Load following one FPEC
0.418
Load following two FPECs
0.385
ECMS
0.435
Linear Optimisation one FPEC
0.377
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The reference diesel-generator vehicle under a load-following strategy has a fuel consumption of 0.51 l/10km. An improvement of 18% in
fuel consumption is achieved just by replacing the DG with an FPEC,
a result of the higher FPEC efficiency. Even better results or behaviour
can be achieved by:
1. Utilising two FPECs, which results in 8 % lower consumption
than the one FPEC case and 25 % lower consumption than for
the DG vehicle.
2. Utilising the power sources more by using the ECMS. More of the
battery is utilised and no thresholds have to be optimised as they
can be found from the cost functions.
Combining the two-FPEC system with the ECMS strategy would perhaps improve these numbers even more.
It is only fair to compare the DG result to the one FPEC load
following strategy as the DG vehicle’s fuel consumption probably also
would decrease with an ECMS strategy or by using cylinder deactivation. Nevertheless, the trend is apparent; the FPEC increases the
system efficiency significantly.
Finally, by comparing the real-time strategies that utilise one FPEC
unit, with the optimal fuel consumption from chapter 8, it can be seen
that improvements still are possible.
To conclude the FPEC is a promising alternative as PPU in series
hybrid vehicles and can significantly improve the system efficiency. It
will give good results with a load-following strategy. However, if a better
utilisation of the power sources is desired an ECMS is recommended.

Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future
Work
In the previous chapter a number of conclusions have been drawn and
the most important are summarised in this chapter. In addition, suggestions of possible future work are presented.

10.1

The FPEC System

One of the objectives of this work has been to investigate the introduction of an FPEC into a drivesystem. One potential problem for the
electrical system is the generated pulsating power. However, as shown in
chapter 6, the DC-link capacitor does not have to be oversized to handle these pulsations thermally. In fact, the heat generated due to these
pulsations is almost negligible compared to the power flow through the
DC-link. With the requirements on the DC-link, given in chapter 6, the
main dimensioning criterion was the allowed voltage variation.
Nevertheless, if it is desired to reduce the pulsation amplitude, it
was shown that this to some extent could be achieved by proper choice
of the generator force profile. However, the cost was an increased peak
amplitude of the current. Consequently, this approach may increase
the generator loss or require components with higher current rating. In
addition, this procedure requires an advanced control algorithm that
can control both the profile and control combustion simultaneously.
The capacitor losses could also be reduced by utilising two units
operating with a 90 degrees phase shift. The pulsation frequency was
then doubled and the pulsation amplitude reduced. The drawback of
this approach is that the mechanical vibrations cannot be reduced by
out of phase operation.
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Another observation from the force profile study was that profiles
reducing most of the translator energy in the beginning or end of the
stroke affected the translator velocity profile the most.

10.2

Efficiency Estimation

The second objective was to investigate how the FPEC, with its fast
transient response and high efficiency, can increase the performance of
an SHEV. For the analysis, models of the system were required and both
the FPEC and a series hybrid powertrain were modelled. The FPEC
efficiency was estimated using an available model that was modified.
The start-up requirements were investigated and it could be concluded
that the energy and power consumption could be minimised for a given
number of start-up strokes.
The fuel consumption achieved from the optimisation procedure was
very promising. However, as the entire drivecycle was known in advance when optimising, the same low consumption is hard to achieve
in a real-time system as driving conditions are changing all the time.
Nevertheless, some kind of prediction can be utilised in a real power
management controller to get a behaviour similar to this. In fact, using
GPS, map databases and radar for this type of prediction is at present
time a research area [32].
Furthermore, the optimisation result indicated that the energy storage used in the model was too large. It could, in fact, be reduced more
than ten times before the optimal fuel consumption increased. This results makes it of course desirable to investigate a smaller energy storage
and, as discussed, the use of super-capacitors.

10.3

Power Management

The third objective was to find suitable power management strategies
for the FPEC powertrain. To utilise both the rapid transient response
and the high efficiency two load-following strategies were investigated.
Even though these are fairly simple strategies they resulted in a good
performance. However, these strategies require that the FPEC is allowed to have a transient behaviour. Potential limitations on FPEC
transients are mostly combustion related. Transients may be emission
forming and in addition, emission reducing processes, such as EGR, may
require some time to adapt when the load is changed. Thus, the rapid
transient response may be constrained. Furthermore, a load-following
strategy has threshold levels that must be tuned. The optimal values
for these levels depend on the driving behaviour and values that suits
all driving conditions are hard to find.
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The used load-following strategies utilised very little of the available
battery energy, thus, for this type of strategy a super capacitor system
may be more suitable.
Utilising the ECMS idea of transforming the power sources into a
common energy form made it possible to compare power source usage
and minimise an equivalent cost function to achieve an efficient power
source usage. In the analysis in chapter 9 the ECMS resulting fuel consumption was not better than for the load-following strategies but the
strategy utilised the available power sources over wider operating regions than the load-following strategies. In addition, the threshold levels
for start and stop can be achieved by analysing equivalent power costs,
thus an optimisation does not have to be performed.
All investigated strategies resulted in a fuel consumption lower than
for the diesel-generator system. Consequently, if the FPEC has the
assumed properties, replacing a diesel-generator with an FPEC will
increase the system efficiency.

10.4

Future Work

In parallel to the ongoing work some additional questions have risen.
However, as the time is limited, all desired investigations cannot be performed. Some additional studies regarding this powertrain that could
be done in the future are stated below:
• Super capacitors are becoming a mature technology and their
properties make them suitable for this powertrain. As the FPEC
may follow a transient power demand quite efficiently an optimal
energy storage is probably a combination of a battery and supercapacitor. Analysis and control of such a system is therefore an
interesting future study.
• Analysis on how an FPEC with a slower transient response affects
the strategies and the requirements on energy storage.
• The ECMS gave good system utilisation and the two FPEC system decreased the fuel consumption. Hence, investigating a combination of these two approaches would be interesting.
• Development of detailed dynamic models of the powertrain in
order to study, for example, how the power pulsations affects
the DC-link and the traction electrical machine. By using such
a model the force control could be investigated more in detail.
• Including emissions in the model in some way, for example by using a map with values from measurements or chemical combustion
simulations.
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Conclusions

The major conclusions drawn from the analysis in this thesis can be
summarised as follows.
• The pulsating power is not a major issue for the electrical system.
If reduction is desired it can be achieved.
• The start-up energy can be minimised for the desired number of
start-up strokes.
• Utilising an FPEC in a series hybrid electric vehicle gives a significant efficiency improvement compared to most series hybrid
systems used today.
• The FPEC system has good performance under a load-following
strategy. A large battery pack is not required.
• Building a propulsion unit from several FPEC units increases the
efficiency.
• Utilising an equivalent minimisation strategy gives a better utilisation of the available power sources.
However, the achieved performance results are very dependent on
the estimation of the FPEC efficiency . As the efficiency so far is based
on assumed and estimated properties, a real FPEC may not be as
beneficial. Nonetheless, free-piston engines used in hydraulic pump applications has shown a significant efficiency increase compared to conventional solutions [14]. Thus, efficiency improvements, compared to
crankshaft engines, may be achieved also for this configuration. Hopefully, when measurements on the developed FPEC prototype are performed the properties can be confirmed and the actual figures on friction
and efficiency will be reported.
If the free-piston engine can be made operational and it lives up to
the expectations it will be a promising alternative to both conventional
combustion engines and fuel cells. It is an engine that increases the
efficiency and reduces emissions, thus a more environmentally friendly
power source for future vehicles. The work presented in this thesis is one
step towards introducing the FPEC in a hybrid vehicle’s powertrain.

Appendix

Appendix A

The Mass-Spring System
The free piston and the gas in the combustion chambers can be seen as
a mass-spring system like the one in Figure A.1.

x=-L

x=0

x=L

Figure A.1: Mass-spring equivalent.
The motion of a mass m attached to a spring with a linear spring
constant k is described by the differential equation
ẍ = −

k
x.
m

(A.1)

Such a system has a periodic motion with the frequency f0 that depends
on the mass m and spring constant k,
f0 =

1 p
k/m.
2π

(A.2)

More about this can be found in most introductory book on mechanics.
A free-piston system, however, is not linear and the above properties cannot directly be found from the equations describing the piston motion. However, by linearising the system, approximations of the
free-piston spring constant kF P and the natural frequency fF P can be
achieved. The derivation of these properties will follow.
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The volume in the left chamber is
Vl (x) = Ap · (L + x)

(A.3)

where Ap is the piston area and L is given in Figure A.1. The right
chamber’s volume is
Vr (x) = Ap · (L − x).

(A.4)

Let p0 be the pressure when the translator has position x = 0. Furthermore, let V0 = Ap · L be the cylinder volume when the translator has
this position. If the gas in the cylinders is assumed to be adiabatic, with
the gas constant γ, the pressure pi (x) and volume Vi (x) as functions of
the position x, are related by
p0 V0γ = p(x)V (x)γ .

(A.5)

Hence, by using (A.3) and (A.4) in (A.5) the pressure in the left and
right cylinder, pl (x) and pr (x), can be expressed as
pl (x) = p0 Lγ · (L + x)−γ ,

(A.6)

pr (x) = p0 Lγ · (L − x)−γ .

(A.7)

The only force assumed to be acting on the translator is the force
created by the pressure difference in the two chambers. Newton’s second
law can then be used to describe the translator motion
mp ẍ = Ap · (pl (x) − pr (x)),

(A.8)

where mp is the translator mass. By substituting (A.6) and (A.7) into
(A.8) a nonlinear differential equation with parameters corresponding
to the physical properties of the system is achieved

p0 Ap Lγ
· (L + x)−γ − (L − x)−γ .
(A.9)
ẍ =
mp
To compare the properties with a linear spring-mass system, the
nonlinear expression on the right hand side of (A.9) is series expanded
around the equilibrium point x = 0. As a linear approximation is desired all higher order terms are neglected. Hence, let f (x) denote the
right hand side of (A.9). As it is differentiable in x = 0 the linear
approximation is
f (x) ≈ f (0) + f ′ (0)x,
(A.10)
where

f (x) = β · (L + x)−γ − (L − x)−γ ,

(A.11)

f ′ (0)

(A.13)

f (0)

β

=

0,

= −β ·
=

2γ

L(γ+1)
p0 Ap Lγ
mp

(A.12)

(A.14)
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By substituting (A.12)-(A.14) into (A.9) the linear approximation for
the FPEC system is found to be
ẍ = −

2p0 Ap γ
x.
mp L

(A.15)

Hence, by comparing (A.15) with (A.1) the spring constant kF P of the
free-piston system is identified as
kF P =

2p0 Ap γ
.
L

(A.16)

Furthermore, the natural frequency of the free-piston is expressed by
s
1
2p0 Ap γ
fF P =
.
(A.17)
2π
mp L

Appendix B

Longitudinal Vehicle
Dynamics
B.1

Vehicle Model

A vehicle must overcome resistive forces caused by the environment to
be able to move. The equations describing this are usually referred to
as the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. The three major resistive
forces are:
• Aerodynamic drag Fd , due to the viscous friction of the surrounding air.
• Rolling resistance Fr , due to the friction between the tires and
the road.
• Road grading Fg , due to gravity when driving uphill or downhill.
The vehicle’s longitudinal motion can be described using Newton’s
second law
dv(t)
mv
= Ft − (Fd + Fr + Fg ),
(B.1)
dt
where mv is the vehicle mass and Ft is the net traction force provided
by the vehicle’s traction engine.

B.1.1

Aerodynamic Drag

The aerodynamic resistance is caused by viscous friction of the surrounding air and by the pressure difference between front and rear of
the vehicle [28]. If the vehicle is assumed to be a prismatic body the
resistive force can be expressed as
1
(B.2)
Fd (v) = ρair Af Cd v 2 ,
2
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where ρair is the air density, Af is the vehicle frontal area, v is the
current speed and Cd is the coefficient of drag originating from the
aerodynamic properties of the vehicle. As seen, in (B.2) the drag force
depends quadratically on the speed v, hence it will make a large contribution at high speeds. It can also be concluded that decreasing the
frontal area Af or improving the aerodynamic properties, thus decreasing Cd , reduces the air friction loss.

B.1.2

Grading Resistance

The resistive force Fg originating from driving on non-horizontal roads
is a function of the roads inclination angle β, the vehicle mass mv and
the gravitational acceleration g
Fg = gmv sin β.

(B.3)

However, in the analysis in this thesis the road is assumed to be flat at
all times, thus this force will not be considered.

B.1.3

Rolling Resistance

The rolling resistance is a result of deformation processes between the
tire and road surface [2]. This resistance is usually modelled as a constant force that depends linearly on the speed, the coefficient of rolling
resistance Cr , the vehicle mass mv and the gravitational acceleration g
Fr = Cr mv g.

(B.4)

In Figure B.1 a comparison of the resistive forces for the vehicle in
this study is given. It can be concluded that the rolling resistance is the
largest resistive loss until the vehicle reaches approximately 70km/h.
For higher speeds the drag force is dominating.

B.2

Acceleration Parameters

The power, torque and angular velocity at the wheels can be found
from the tractive force Ft if the wheel radius rwheel is known. The
power Pwheel at the wheels when the vehicle is moving with the speed
vacc is
Pwheel = Ft · vacc .
(B.5)
The angular velocity ω of the wheel shaft is
ω=

vacc
.
rwheel

(B.6)

B.2. Acceleration Parameters
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Figure B.1: Rolling and aerodynamic resistance for the Prius powertrain.
When the two above parameters are known the torque at the wheels
can be expressed as
Pwheel
.
(B.7)
Twheel =
ω
Consequently, by using the descriptions of the resistive forces (B.2)(B.4), Newton’s second law (B.1), and (B.5)-(B.7) the torque, angular
velocity and power at the wheel shaft can be found. These values can
then be used to calculate, for example, the power into the transmission
or the required torque, speed and power from the electrical machine.
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Abstract
A Free Piston Energy Converter (FPEC) is a combination of a linear combustion engine and a linear
electrical machine. This type of converter has many potential advantages like high efficiency, low fuel
consumption and low emissions, which make it suitable for a series hybrid vehicle. However, the
generated power pulsates due to the reciprocating motion of the translator.
This paper presents a comparative study on how different generator force profiles affect the electric
power pulsations produced by the FPEC. In addition, the influence of these profiles on translator
motion and the needed power converter current is investigated.
A dynamic free piston model is used for the investigation. Results show that the generator force profile
has a major impact on the power pulsation amplitude and peak current demand. Thus the chosen force
profile will affect dimensioning of power converter, electrical machine and energy storage.
Furthermore, loading the translator heavily in the beginning or end of the stroke seems to affect the
peak translator velocity more than evenly distributed load profiles.

Introduction
With the raising oil prices, the debate on fossil fuels and the harder environmental legislations
alternative drivetrains and engines are gaining more interest. The Free Piston Energy Converter (FPEC)
is an alternative with potential to be both environmental friendly and efficient. During recent years
research around free piston engines has increased and several prototypes have been built [1–4].
Most work concerning FPECs has focused separately on the mechanical parts of the converter, the
combustion process, [5, 6], linear generator design [7] or control [8]. There has been little research at
system level of the FPEC. To optimize system performance and reduce size and cost such investigations
are necessary.
One important system issue is the interaction between the generator force, the translator dynamics, and
the drive system. The generator force affects the size of the supplying power converters, the size of the
electrical machine, the amplitude of the generated power pulsations and thus the size of energy storage.
This makes the force a critical parameter for system design and performance.

Earlier work in this area have been done by [9] who have investigated how different current and speed
profiles in an FPEC will affect the system efficiency. Moreover, a parameter study of an FPEC has been
performed by [10] who suggest that a complex force profile is needed to affect the motion of the piston.
This paper investigates what could be gained by varying the force over time. It also examines the
influence of force profile on the supplying power converter dimensioning and amplitude of power
pulsations. Furthermore, it studies how translator motion is affected by the force.

The Free Piston Energy Converter
Valve

Stator winding

Air intake
Magnets
Exhaust pipe
Fuel injector

Figure 1: A Free Piston Energy Converter
A Free Piston Energy Converter is a combination of a linear combustion engine and a linear electrical
machine converting chemical energy into electrical. A translator with pistons at each end is placed
between two opposing combustion chambers as seen in Fig. 1. Combustion makes the translator
reciprocate in an almost resonant way and a permanent magnetized linear electrical machine converts
some of the translator’s kinetic energy to electrical. The electrical machine is supplied by a switch
mode power converter.
The features of the free piston energy converter are as follows:
• The electrical machine can be used as a motor to start and stop the translator, as a generator for
energy conversion and as an actuator to control the combustion.
• There is no crankshaft constraining the translator motion, which enables variable compression.
This makes HCCI possible, a promising combustion process where the air-fuel mixture is self
ignited when the pressure and temperature are sufficient. This process has almost 50% chemical
to mechanical conversion efficiency [6]. In addition, the emissions, especially of nitrous oxides
(NOx) and particulate matter (PM), are very low.
• The variable compression ratio in combination with HCCI makes it possible to utilize different
fuels with minor hardware changes [5].
• The energy converter can be started and stopped very fast, and change rapidly between different
power levels, which will minimize the use of a battery if used in a drivesystem [11].
• The system is compact, modular and has high power density.
These features make it very suitable as a power unit in a series hybrid vehicle. In fact, using a free
piston energy converter in a heavy duty application hybrid may reduce fuel consumption up to 25%
[12]. Other possible applications could be auxiliary power units and distributed generation.

Power pulsations
The translator velocity and thus the delivered power reaches zero towards the end of the stroke. As a
result the delivered power pulsates. These pulsations introduce issues that must be considered:
• The supplying power converter must be dimensioned to handle the pulsations.

• If the converter is used in a vehicle the pulsations can introduce torque ripple in the propelling
electrical machine. To smoothen these pulsations an energy storage device could be used.
Another solution is to overdimension the propelling electrical machine so it acts as an electrical
flywheel. But to optimize size, cost and performance of the used components it is desirable not to
have larger pulsations than necessary.
The amplitude of the power pulsations is determined by the translator velocity and the generator force.
As the free piston system is almost resonant, the velocity will not change significantly with different
force profiles. This could potentially be utilized to reduce the amplitude of the power by controlling the
force the correct way.

Force profiles
To generate electric energy the force from the generator is doing work on the translator. The generator
force is proportional to the current so the peak force decides the peak current the supplying power
converter must be able to deliver. However, the same work, W , over the same distance can be done
using different shapes of force, F(x), in accordance with the integral
W=

Z

F(x)dx,

(1)

where x is translator position. This means that doing the same work using for example a triangular force
shape, compared to a rectangular one, twice the peak force and thus twice the peak current is needed.
The question is what could be gained by using different profiles. Possible load control goals could be:
• Loading the translator more at the beginning of the stroke which results in more time for fault
handling and motion control.
• Loading the translator late in the stroke to utilize more of the kinetic energy for compression.
• Reducing power pulsations.
• High efficiency by using a force profile similar to the velocity profile [9].
• Minimizing the components.
These goals are in conflict with each other and will put different requirements on the converter and
electrical machine performance. In this study the force profiles described below and seen in Fig. 2 are
investigated to see if the goals can be fulfilled.
Profile 1: Rectangular
Loading the generator using a constant force is a simple way of controlling the system. As this results
in a rectangle, the lowest current of all profiles investigated is needed.
Profile 2: Inverse velocity
The power delivered is proportional to the translator velocity times the force. Using a force that ideally
should be the inverse of the speed results in a square power profile. This could reduce the power
pulsations. To limit the peak force an approximation of the velocity inverse is used here.
Profile 3: Sinusoidal left
A sinusoidal profile starting with lower values.
Profile 4: Sinusoidal right
A sinusoidal profile starting with higher values.
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Figure 2: Generator force as a function of translator position when the translator is moving from left to
right.

Profile 5: Trapezoid
The force can not reach maximal value instantaneously as assumed in the rectangular case; a trapezoid
profile could be closer to reality. Furthermore, the translator velocity over time is similar to a trapezoid,
which results in high efficiency when using trapezoidal current [9].
Profile 6: Half sinusoidal
Using this half-period sinusoidal profile may also result in high efficiency as it resembles the translator
velocity [9].
Profile 7: Triangular left
A left triangular profile is used to investigate the effect of reducing much of the translator kinetic
energy in the beginning of the stroke. Using this triangle, 75% of the total work is done within the first
half of the stroke.
Profile 8: Triangular right
To investigate the influence of loading the generator more at the end of the stroke a right triangular
profile is used. In contrast to the triangular left profile only 25% of the work is done within the first half
stroke.

System modeling
To study the influence of force on the translator movement, a dynamic model of the free piston is
needed. The motion of the piston is mainly determined by the combustion process and the generator
force which means that both of these must be taken into account. However, a simplified model of the
combustion process will still capture the main translator motion and is therefore sufficient for this
study. Several papers suggest these types of simulation models and most approaches are quite similar.
In this study the one suggested by [5] is used and described below.

Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics and the ideal gas law are used to derive dynamic equations for
pressure and temperature in each cylinder. Assuming the mechanical work done to be volume work the
incylinder pressure and temperature can be expressed by

dp
dt

=

∂Q p
γp dV
−
dt mcv T
V dt

(2)

dT
dt

=

1 ∂Q T (1 − γ) dV
+
mcv dt
V
dt

(3)

where V is cylinder volume, T cylinder gas temperature, p cylinder pressure, m gas mass, Q heat, cv is
the specific heat with constant volume and γ is the ratio of specific heats.

Mass fraction burned
When the air/fuel mixture ignites it burns for a while, the mass fraction burned is modeled using a
Wiebe function,
 N+1
−a tt

xb = 1 − e

d

,

(4)

and the heat released during combustion is
∂Q
dxb
= Qin
,
dt
dt

(5)

where xb is the mass fraction burned. Qin is the total heat added during one combustion, td is the
duration of combustion and τ is the time since combustion started. The constants N and a are used to
form the shape.

Ignition delay
The combustion does not start instantaneously when the pressure and temperature in the combustion
chamber are high enough, but is delayed until the integral

∆(τ) =

Zt+τ
t

1 n EA
p e RT dt
A

(6)

reaches the value one. Ea is a fuel dependent constant, R is the universal gas constant and τ is the time
elapsed since fuel injection.

Heat transfer
During combustion not all heat generated is converted into work, losses to the cylinder walls occur in
accordance with

∂Qht
dt

= αA(T − Tw)
 p 0.8
T −0.4 (Ū p + 1.4)0.8 ,
α = 130V −0.06
105

(7)
(8)

where Tw is the cylinder wall temperature and Ū p is the piston mean velocity. This model is valid for
regular diesel engines and will overestimate the heat loss in a HCCI engine.

Electrical machine
Almost no power is delivered close to the translator turning points as the velocity, thus the induced
electromotive force, reaches zero. Therefore the generator is not loaded around these points. This
results in a machine model

Fel = Fre f when |x| < xel
Fel = 0 when |x| > xel .

(9)

The direction of the force is always opposite to the piston velocity. Furthermore, a constant electrical
machine efficiency of 94% is assumed.

Translator motion
Finally, the piston motion is described using Newton’s second law,
mp

dv
= Fel + A p (p1 − p2 ).
dt

(10)

where m p is translator mass and A p is piston area.

Control system
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Figure 3: FPEC control system

The HCCI process in combination with the FPEC is a complex, unstable, multiple input multiple output
process, challenging to control. In this investigation a simple control system used for initial studies by
[1] is utilized.
A block diagram of the control system is seen in Fig. 3. Using generator force amplitude and air/fuel
mixture as control signals, two PI controllers control ignition delay and mean power output. The control
signals are decoupled using a Relative Gain Array (RGA) with values determined from open-loop
simulations. The controller is event trigged using translator direction change. This control system
would not be applicable on a real FPEC system since only one sample each stroke is taken which would
be too slow for advanced combustion control. However, it is sufficient for this investigation.

FPEC data
The FPEC used in the simulations has a translator weight of 9 kg, a bore of 100 mm and a maximum
power of 45 kW.

Simulation and results
The system is modeled using Matlab/Simulink. Simulations using the eight different force profiles are
performed until the system reaches steady state. The power control reference is set to 20 kW. The
simulation results are presented in Table 1.

Ppeak [kW]
Fpeak [kN]
v peak [m/s]
f power . [Hz]
Work [J]

1
28.5
2.9
10.6
65.0
329.0

Table 1: Simulation results
2
3
4
5
6
25.5
33.2
30.9
43.6
44.4
5.0
3.4
3.4
4.3
4.5
10.6
10.5
10.7
10.9
10.9
65.0
64.0
65.0
64.0
64.0
328.0 332.0 328.0 330.0 330.0

7
46.8
5.9
9.9
61.0
339.0

8
39.0
5.4
11.2
67.0
312.0

Typical position, speed and acceleration curves from simulation can be seen in Fig. 4. Note that the
velocity over time resembles something between a sinusoid and trapezoid which was the motivation for
the high efficiency profiles 5 and 6.
Translator motion
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Figure 4: Typical free piston displacement, velocity and acceleration from simulation.
The peak current is assumed to be proportional to the peak force. As relative values are more
interesting for comparison, the achieved simulation results are normalized. That is the peak power
level, peak current, and work from each simulation case is divided with the corresponding result from
the rectangular profile. A barchart of the normalized values is presented in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Normalized peak power amplitude, peak
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Figure 6: Translator velocity as a function of position.

The velocity as a function of translator position in steady-state can be seen in Fig. 6. Six of the curves
are essentially the same but two extreme cases, corresponding to the triangular force profiles 7 and 8,
occur. In these two cases the total work done differs slightly from the other simulation cases. The peak
velocity is 10% lower with only 3% higher work done for the early load force profile. For the late load
case, the peak velocity has increased by 5% decreasing the work by the same amount. Increased
frequency with lower load and vice versa is consistent with the work presented in [10].
Loading the translator early or late in the stroke seems to have more effect on the translator dynamics
than other load strategies. However, looking at the peak current demand for these two profiles in Fig. 5
almost twice the peak current compared to the rectangular case is needed and the power pulsations have
high amplitude.
It can also be seen in Fig. 5 that the inverse velocity force (profile 2) results in the lowest power
pulsations but 70% higher peak current demand compared with a constant force. Thus power pulsations
can be somewhat reduced by generator force control, again at the price of a large peak current.
As expected, a constant force (profile 1) demands the lowest current, and it also results in quite low
power pulsations.

Conclusions
Simulation results shows that the generator force has major influence on power pulsation amplitude.
When choosing force control strategy this must be taken into account since large pulsations will require
large components. Moreover, goals like reduced power pulsations or improved translator control can be
fulfilled but at the price of a high peak current demand.
This study has not covered combustion issues. Translator motion and position relative to ignition will
affect the combustion process and thus emissions and efficiency. Furthermore, when using a high
bandwidth control system, which updates several times during a stroke and considers both combustion
and translator motion, an exact force profile can probably not be chosen in advance. But the control
signal could still end up in a profile similar to the ones investigated here.
To conclude, the results provided here give an insight into how force control strategies will affect
necessary performance of converter, electrical machine and energy storage. High peak current demands
and power pulsations can be coped with, but it is important to consider them when designing the system
to achieve an efficient system with a reasonable size and cost. This is especially important if the FPEC
is placed in a vehicle application, as low cost and weight are key parameters for the automotive industry.
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Abstract
This paper investigates how the losses in a Free Piston Energy Converter during start, stop and idling
affects energy consumption and required power from the supply system.
Simulation results indicate that the electrical machine efficiency is the most critical factor during start.
Moreover, by choosing the correct amplitude of the starting force, energy consumption during start can be
reduced. When it comes to idling, friction is the most significant loss factor. Nevertheless, by compensating
the mechanical loss for short time intervals using the generator force, the reciprocating motion can be kept
alive for a rapid start without major energy consumption.
Keywords: energy conversion, hybrid vehicle, Free Piston Energy Converter, auxiliary power unit, energy, power,
HCCI

1. Introduction
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As the world is reaching the peak of oil production,
the oil prices are rising and the environmental legislations for vehicles are getting harder there is a rising interest in alternative drivetrains and engines which can
reduce fuel consumption and emissions. The Free Piston Energy Converter (FPEC) is such an engine, which
converts chemical energy to electrical. The intended application for the FPEC is as a power unit in a series
hybrid vehicle.
A hybrid electric vehicle’s (HEV) performance is very
dependant on the vehicle’s energy management strategy. In fact, controlling the energy sources inappropriate may increase emissions and lower the system efficiency compared to a conventional vehicle. Therefore,
to make efficient use of the FPEC in a HEV it is desirable to know which operational mode the FPEC should
be in and what cost that mode is associated with. Furthermore, to design the supplying electrical system for
optimal performance, the required energy and power for
each mode must be known.
This paper studies the operational modes which are
the most essential for a vehicle application with the exception of running: start, idling and to some extent stop.
The associated cost will be energy consumption. Moreover losses, required power and time issues are considered.
2. Free Piston Energy Converter
The Free Piston Energy Converter consists of a linear
electrical machine placed between two opposing combustion chambers as seen in Fig. 1. Combustion in the
chambers makes the translator reciprocate and generate
electrical energy.

Fig. 1. Cross section of a Free Piston Energy
Converter

As no crankshaft is limiting the translator motion
the compression in the cylinders can be varied. This
makes a modern combustion technique called Homogenous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) possible. In
this combustion process the air-fuel mixture is injected
at the beginning of the stroke and compressed until ignition, hence the name. HCCI has an indicated efficiency
around 50%, low fuel consumption and low emissions
especially of N Ox and particulate.
One of the drawbacks of linear engines and HCCI has
been that both the combustion process and the translator motion are harder to control than in a conventional
engine. However, with the FPEC the electrical machine
can be used as an extra actuator to improve controllability of the system.
During recent years the interest in FPECs has grown
and prototypes have been built. One contribution can
be seen in Fig. 2.
3. Operational modes
As there is a choice between idling and a stop followed by a start, it is useful to have some cost associated
with these operational modes to know which to utilize.
In this study energy consumption has been chosen but
other costs could be emissions or fuel consumption.
3.1 Start-up
The start scenario investigated is
to inject the air-fuel mixture, close the exhaust valves
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Fig. 2. Free Piston Energy Converter prototype
developed in (3) (4) .

and use the electrical machine force to move the translator back and forth until the mixture ignites. Ignition
is dependant on several parameters, the two most important are: pressure and temperature. However, it is
not sufficient just to reach the required level of temperature and pressure. In addition this level or higher must
be kept for a while to make the mixture ignite. That
is, if the required levels of pressure and temperature are
passed early in the stroke, they will rise further and the
mixture may ignite. On the other hand, if the required
level is reached near the end of a stroke, there may not
be enough time for the mixture to ignite and one additional stroke is necessary.
A desirable starting procedure should be rapid so no
major delay is noticed before power is delivered from
the generator. At the same time, the power required
to start should not exceed the rated values of the supplying components. Furthermore, a low energy demand
may increase the total system efficiency.
Using closable intake valves or not will also affect the
start strategy. If the valves are not closable the air-fuel
mixture may be diluted if too many strokes are needed
for ignition during start-up.
3.2 Idling
Idling mode can be useful if the power
demand is low only for a short while and a rapid start-up
is desired. From an emission point of view idling may
also be favorable, as a transient start-up of a combustion
engine usually results in high emissions.
When idling is required the fuel injection is stopped
and the exhaust valves is closed, forcing the translator
to bounce back and forth on the gases in the cylinders.
This mode is very dependant on the mechanical losses
in the system as they are the energy reducing factor.
Nevertheless, if idling is a desirable mode, it would be
possible to maintain a reciprocating translator motion
without combustion by cancelling out the mechanical
losses using the generator force.
3.3 Stop
When the system is stopped, time is
not an issue but as much energy as possible should be
regenerated and stored for a good energy economy. As
friction and other losses will reduce the translator kinetic
energy over time a rapid stop is desirable.
The available electrical force acting on the translator
is not sufficient to stop the translator in one stroke, thus
at least two strokes is required before the translator is
drained of all energy.
4. System modeling
To investigate the operational modes a dynamic sim-
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Fig. 3. Efficiency map (3) for the electrical machine
with working points for each start-up case.

ulation model of a 45 kW FPEC is implemented using
Matlab/Simulink. Reference (1) and (2) suggest models
of Free Piston Engines and in this paper a similar approach is used.
The gas in the cylinders is assumed to be ideal,
pi Vi = mg RTi , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1)
and the compression is assumed to be polytropic,
pi Viγ = const. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2)
These two assumptions hold if the pressure is not too
high. In (1)-(2) γ is the specific heat ratio, mg is the
gas mass, pi is cylinder pressure, Vi is cylinder volume,
R is the universal gas constant and Ti is the gas temperature. By using Newton’s second law and adding the
losses described below the differential equations shown
in appendix 1 can be derived.
5. Losses
The most significant loss factors during start and stop
will probably be friction and electrical machine efficiency. However, as this is a combustion engine the heat
transfer to the cylinder walls is also considered.
5.1 Electrical machine efficiency
The electrical machine efficiency is modelled using an efficiency
map from (3). However, when starting from standstill
the losses in the electrical machine will probably be very
high the first milliseconds due to inertia, transient currents etc. Therefore, the electrical machine efficiency
is assumed to be only 25% during the first stroke. For
the following strokes it is taken from the efficiency map
given in Fig. 3.
5.2 Heat transfer to walls
Some of the heat
generated will leak out through the cylinder walls and
thus delay the ignition. This heat transfer is mainly dependent on the temperature difference between the gas
and the cylinder walls. However, during start-up this
temperature difference will not be as big as during combustion. Consequently, the heat transfer will not be a
major loss. Here the heat transfer is modelled according
to Hohenberg (1) :
∂Qloss
= αAp (T (t) − Tw (t)) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3)
dt

0.8
p(t)
−0.06
α = 130V (t)
T (t)−0.4 (V̄p + 1.4)0.8 (4)
105

Wf
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (5)
Vd
Wf = Ff 2Lstroke · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (6)

F M EP =

1.5

Energy [kJ]

Ideal
Friction loss
Electrical machine loss
1

4 3
15
4 3
108 7 6 5 4

F M EP = 6300Lstroke f · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (7)
where f is the translator frequency. Combining (5)–(7)
results in a mean friction force described by
6300
Vd f. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (8)
2
5.4 Model characteristics
Implemented in the
simulation model are two other characteristics that may
affect the result.
• Intake ports cannot be closed. As a result the cylinder pressure takes the outer pressure value every
time the translator is uncovering the port. This
introduces losses if the cylinder pressure is higher
than the outer pressure at that time. However, simulations with closed inlet ports indicate no major
difference in required energy and power for start.
• When the translator is reversing almost no power is
delivered, therefore the generator force cannot load
the translator near the turning points.
Ff ric =

6. Results and discussion
6.1 Start
Start of the FPEC using a constant
force from 400 N–4000 N was simulated. Forces lower
than 400 N were investigated initially; however, start-up
became impossible for these cases as the friction force
eventually exceeded the generator force.
Furthermore, it is assumed that an ignition can begin
when the pressure rises above 35 bar and the temperature above 700 K. Just reaching these levels may not be
sufficient as discussed earlier. Therefore the time with
pressure and temperature above the desired levels was
recorded.
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V̄p is the piston mean velocity, Tw is the cylinder wall
temperature, Qloss is the heat loss and Ap is the piston
area.
5.3 Friction
Friction is an essential parameter
especially if the FPEC is in idling mode. As this will
be the major loss factor, the size of the friction work
will determine how long the system can reciprocate before reaching standstill.
Few empirical results are available for this type of
engine, therefore friction is hard to predict. However,
as the crankshaft mechanism is eliminated the friction
should be quite low and originates from the friction between the cylinder wall and the piston skirt and piston
rings (2) .
Reference (1) and (2) have utilized a model for a twostroke engine with rolling element bearings and it is also
used in this investigation. Since the shape of the friction
force is unknown it is modelled using the Friction Mean
Effective Pressure (FMEP) which is a mean value over
the stroke.
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Fig. 5. Required peak electrical power to start a
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It can be seen in Fig. 4 that every time the required
number of strokes to start combustion decreases so does
the required energy. Consequently, the energy consumption can be minimized for a desired number of strokes.
Furthermore, the total friction loss decreases with higher
force and thus shorter start-up time. In fact it only has
a minor influence for a two stroke or faster start-up. The
heat loss during start is negligible and cannot even be
discerned in the bars. This was an expected result due
to the low temperature difference as discussed earlier.
The required power increases with shorter start-up
time as seen in Fig. 5. The electrical machine efficiency
has major effect on the required power. For a generator force over 2700 N the power exceeds 45 kW which
is the maximal power of the FPEC. As the supplying
system has to manage 45 kW, using a start power up to
this level is acceptable, but it is not desirable to design
the system for higher powers just to be able to start.
However, the assumption of only 25% electrical machine
efficiency the first ms affects the result heavily for the
high-force cases and may be too pessimistic.
The time for start-up is presented in Fig. 6. It can be
seen that for the same number of strokes no major time
improvement is made by using a larger force. This supports the conclusion that the lowest possible force for a
desired number of strokes should be used for low energy
consumption.
A realistic scenario could be a two-stroke start-up scenario which results in a start time of approximately
50 ms. However, the time with required ignition level

Time for startup [ms]

450

6.3 Stop
When running stationary at 29 kW the
maximal translator velocity is approximately 11 m/s
which results in a kinetic energy of
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Table 1.
p1
T1

4.7 [MPa]
977 [K]

mv 2
≈ 544J. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (9)
2

Consequently, this is the maximal energy that can be
regenerated from the FPEC during a stop from this operating point.
7. Conclusions
Heat loss, and friction seems to have minor effect on
the required start-up power and energy levels due to the
rapid start-up time. Moreover, the required energy and
power for start can be minimized by choosing the minimal force necessary for a desired number of start-up
strokes. Furthermore, idling for long time intervals may
be costly from an energy point of view.
It is planned to validate some of the results provided
here on the prototype developed in (4).
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Appendix
1. Modeling
Subscript i refers to cylinder one or two.
dpi
dt
dV1
dt
dV2
dt
dv
dt
dx
dt

=−

= v(t)Ap · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (A2)
= −v(t)Ap · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (A3)
=

Ap
1
(p1 (t) − p2 (t)) +
(Fel (t) − Ff ric (t))(A4)
mp
mp

= v(t) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (A5)

Table A1.
pi (t)
Ti (t)
Fel (t)
mp
γ

dQloss pi (t)
pi (t)γ dVi
−
· · · · · · · · · (A1)
dt mg cv Ti (t)
Vi (t) dt

Variables and constants used in (A1)–(A5)

pressure
temperature
generator force
translator mass
specific heat ratio

[Pa]
[K]
[N]
[kg]
[-]

v(t)
Vi (t)
Ap
x(t)
cv

translator velocity
cylinder inner volume
piston area
translator position
specific heat at const. vol.

[m/s]
[m3 ]
[m2 ]
[m]
J
K]
[ kg
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Abstract— The Free-Piston Energy Converter (FPEC), consists
of an internal combustion engine and a linear electrical machine.
It is characterised by high efficiency and rapid transient response,
which makes it suitable for hybrid electric vehicles.
In this paper we investigate the performance gain of utilising
the FPEC in a medium sized Series Hybrid Electric Vehicle
(SHEV), compared to a conventional diesel-generator. First, we
utilise optimisation to find a lower limit on the SHEV’s fuel
consumption for a given drive cycle. In addition, we develop a
control strategy based on the ideas of an Equivalent Consumption
Minimisation (ECM) proposed earlier in the literature.
The results show a potential decrease in fuel consumption of
up to 19 % compared to a diesel-generator SHEV. The ECM
control strategy behaves as desired, and a 13 % reduction of fuel
consumption compared to a traditional load-following strategy is
achieved.
Index Terms— Series hybrid electric vehicle, Free-Piston Energy Converter, Power management, Powertrain evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The interest in hybrid electric vehicles has increased dramatically the last year. The rising oil price has made it
more appealing to have a vehicle with a good fuel economy
and as hybrid solutions can achieve this without deteriorated
performance, people seem to have opened their eyes for these
vehicles.
The series hybrid electric vehicle (SHEV) has a powertrain
where the primary power unit (PPU) should generate electrical
power. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1. A common
choice for the power generation has been a diesel-generator
(DG), that is, a conventional diesel internal combustion engine
combined with an electrical generator.

However, as electrical power is required, and not mechanical
torque, the use of a rotating engine and generator is not the
only solution. A promising alternative is the Free-Piston Energy Converter (FPEC), a combination of a linear combustion
engine and a linear electrical machine. The FPEC has potential
to give good fuel economy and low emissions. Moreover,
this engine should be able to deliver power efficiently over
a wide load range, and be able to change rapidly between
different operating points. During recent years, these type of
engines have gained more research interest, particularly for use
with the modern combustion technique Homogenous Charge
Compression Ignition (HCCI).
Most available studies concerning FPECs are covering areas
such as mechanical or electrical design, low-level control,
and combustion. Few studies of FPECs in applications, and
the potential efficiency improvements that can be achieved,
have been made. Furthermore, to fully utilise the FPEC’s
potential in a hybrid system, suitable control strategies must
be developed, as the characteristics differ from conventional
PPUs. This has to some extent been studied in [1], where
three control strategies, for an FPEC hybrid system in a 12-ton
distribution truck, is investigated. Fuel consumption reduction
of 5–25 %, compared to a conventional truck, is indicated.
In this paper, we investigate the potential efficiency improvement of using an FPEC in a medium sized SHEV. This is
done by means of linear optimisation. In addition, we suggest
a power management strategy for the hybrid system, which
results in better utilisation of the FPEC and the battery than
the strategies investigated in [1]. The suggested strategy is
based on the idea of an equivalent consumption minimisation
proposed in [2], [3].
A. The Free Piston Energy Converter

Electric Power
Mechanical Power
Energy
storage

DC/
DC
DClink

ICE and
Generator

DC/
AC

Electric
Motor/Generator

AC/
DC

Fig. 1. Typical series electric hybrid system configuration. The power and
energy sources are in series with the power converters and the propelling
electrical machine.

Free-piston engines are not new inventions; in fact, for
more than 60 years they have been used successfully in
different applications such as hydraulic pumps, gasifiers and
compressors.
However, combining a free-piston engine with a linear
electrical machine has gained more research interest recently,
and groups in for example the U.S, Australia, and Korea are
interested in such configurations. Our division has participated
in an European project where the prototype shown in Fig. 2
has been built. In the FPEC shown in Fig. 3, two-stroke
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combustion makes the translator reciprocate in an almost
resonant way. Electrical power is generated by the integrated
linear electrical machine. The electrical machine is also used
to stabilise the combustion process and for start and stop of
the engine.
The FPEC has several advantages compared to a conventional engine:
• The electrical machine and combustion engine are combined into one single unit, which reduces the size, weight
and number of moving parts compared to conventional
crank engine-generator combinations.
• The compression ratio is variable, as the translator motion
is determined by the forces acting on the pistons and not
by a crankshaft. This makes it suitable for the modern
combustion technique Homogenous Charge Compression
Ignition (HCCI) with high efficiency and very low emissions of N Ox and soot.
• The lack of crankshaft and flywheel results in a good
transient response, which makes it possible to change the
delivered power fast.
• The reduced number of moving parts, results in low
mechanical losses and thus high efficiency.
However, it also has issues. The free piston in combination
with HCCI combustion is an highly unstable process that
requires a sophisticated control system. Moreover, due to
the reciprocating motion of the piston, the delivered power
pulsates. These pulsations must be handled somewhere in the
electrical system. One way to reduce them may be by suitable
force control [4].
In addition to low emissions, two features makes the FPEC
appealing for an SHEV powertrain. The system efficiency is
often lower in an SHEV than in other hybrid topologies, due
to the many power conversions. The efficiency of an FPEC,
however, is estimated to be higher than the efficiency of most
PPUs used today, for example a DG as shown in Fig. 4. Thus,
utilising an FPEC should increase the total system efficiency.
Furthermore, the battery pack in an SHEV is often large, as
it must provide the power difference between, for example, a

slow combustion engine and the instantaneous traction load.
The FPEC’s fast transient response makes it possible to reduce
the size of the battery pack.
B. Power Management
In a hybrid vehicle several power sources are available, and
the system efficiency is dependent on how these sources are
utilised, the states of the sources, and the path the power flows.
The power management controller1 decides how this should be
performed in the best way in order to satisfy the load demand.
Consequently, it is a key component in the hybrid system and
its decisions affects the system efficiency.
In addition, this controller should often minimise objectives,
such as fuel consumption, driveability or emissions, under
system constraints. These constraints can for example be a
limited rate of change on power generation or how much
energy it should be in the buffers for good lifetime and
efficiency.
To achieve results that do not depend on how good the control law is designed, many recent studies suggest optimisation
as a tool for powertrain evaluation. By choosing powerflow as
optimisation variable, the result is independent of the control
law.
In this study, we have used a linear programming (LP)
approach, similar to the one suggested in [5], to find the
best performance of the powertrain. In a linear program the
problem formulation is convex, which results in that the global
optimum, if it exists, is found. Moreover, efficient largescale solvers are available, making it possible to solve large
problems rather fast.
On the other hand, to achieve a convex problem formulation
everything must be described using linear or piecewise linear
functions, which may require approximations. In addition, the
drive cycle is described in discrete time points, which also
may introduce discrepancy from the true solution.
When it comes to real power management in SHEVs,
with a combustion engine-generator combination, two control
strategies are often used:
1) The Duty-Cycle, Thermostat or ON-OFF control strategy [6], [7]. This strategy uses the PPU, operating at
a working point with high efficiency, to recharge the
1 The

term energy management controller is also common in the literature.

battery to an upper limit when the state-of-charge (SoC)
has decreased to a lower limit. In addition, the PPU
provides extra power to the wheels when the load is
high. Some advanced variants estimates the average
mean traction load, and provides that average power by
duty-cycle the PPU.
2) The load-following strategy [8], where the PPU follows
the power load demand, usually with a rate of change
limit. The PPU’s working point with the highest efficiency for the current power demand is chosen. The
power difference between the PPU and the load, due
to the rate limit, is provided by the energy storage.
Both these strategies are also applicable in an FPEC system
but would not fully utilise its two main features: the rapid
transient response, and the high efficiency over a wide load
range. Using these strategies in an FPEC system has been
investigated in [1], and the results indicate that using the FPEC
over a wider load area, compared to duty-cycle control, has
the greatest potential.
We have studied a more sophisticated method for power
management control, the equivalent consumption minimisation
strategy (ECMS). The first appearance of such a strategy seems
to be in [2]. The ECMS aims to reach a good overall fuel
economy by controlling the power sources so that an equivalent fuel cost at each time step is minimised. Strategies of this
type are intuitive, and have successfully been implemented on
real vehicles [9].
II. S YSTEM M ODELLING
The best selling hybrid vehicle on the market today is the
Toyota Prius with over 100 000 vehicles sold in the U.S
during 2005. This indicates that its performance satisfies most
consumers. Therefore, we have chosen to investigate a vehicle
with the same performance as the Toyota Prius. However,
as the Prius powertrain is a combination of a parallel and
a series hybrid system, a pure series hybrid powertrain had to
be designed and sized.
Power sources in the vehicle investigated are an FPEC and
a battery. The FPEC has constraints on available power PF P ,
and power rate of change ṖF P , and the battery has constraints
on available power Pbatt , and state-of-charge SoC,
0 ≤ PF P ≤ PF P max
−ṖF P max ≤ ṖF P ≤ ṖF P max

(1)
(2)

−Pbattmax ≤ Pbatt ≤ Pbattmax

(3)

30% ≤ SoC ≤ 70%.

(4)

The parameter and component data for the vehicle, and the
numerical values for the constraints, can be found in Table II
in Appendix.
For the analysis, dynamics and transient behaviour was not
of interest, therefore we used a backwards simulation model.
In such a model the required power is calculated backwards
through the powertrain from the drive cycle speed, using
component efficiencies, maps and static relationships, which
results in fast simulations.

PF P [k]
v[k]

Vehicle
Dynamics

Gearbox

EM efficiency
map

Pdist [k]

DC-link

Pbatt [k]
Battery &
Converter
Efficiency

Wbatt [k]
Fig. 5. Block diagram of precalculation of the power disturbance Pdist [k]
and the state-space model used for optimisation. k is time index.

For reference, we simulated an identical vehicle with a
diesel-generator as PPU instead of an FPEC. The generator
has the efficiency shown in Fig. 4. This reference vehicle was
controlled using a load-following strategy like strategy 2 in
Section I-B.
A. FPEC Model
As no real FPEC of this size is available for measurements
yet, the necessary parameters were gathered from simulations
of a nonlinear FPEC model. The model describes piston
dynamics, thermodynamics, losses and control, and is more
thoroughly documented in [4], [10].
Applying a step, in reference power PF P ref to delivered
power PF P , in this model indicates linear behaviour. Hence,
a first order linear transfer function will capture the essential
dynamics. Moreover, for each start-up phase the power Pstart
for tstart seconds is required [11]. The FPEC can thus be
modelled as

 1 PF P ref when running,
PF P = τ s + 1

−Pstart
for tstart sec. when starting,
where s is the Laplace variable and τ is the FPEC time
constant.
III. E VALUATION

USING

O PTIMISATION

For the optimisation, we used a discrete linear state-space
representation of the battery and the DC-link capacitor. The
battery charge and discharge efficiencies were approximated
with constant values. The required power load for vehicle
propulsion over a drive cycle was acquired from simulation
of a nonlinear vehicle model, and seen as a disturbance acting
on the DC-link, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The cost minimised
is FPEC energy WF P , over a drive cycle of N samples
min WF P = min

N
X

PF P [k]

(5)

k=0

In addition to the system constraints (1)-(4) the battery SoC
and the DC-link voltage UDC , at the end of the drive cycle,
are forced to be equal to the initial values
SoC[kstart ]

= SoC[kend ]

(6)

UDC [kstart ]

= UDC [kend ].

(7)

DC-link

Without these constraints the optimisation would favour a
strategy that drains the buffers as much as possible in the
end, as this results in a lower FPEC usage.
The power from the FPEC and battery, and the state of
the DC-link capacitor and battery for each sample, are chosen
as optimisation variables. They are related through the statespace model. The problem is solved using Matlab with the
Yalmip toolbox [12] for easier implementation, and the SDPT3
semidefinite-quadratic-linear programming solver [13].
IV. E QUIVALENT C ONSUMPTION M INIMISATION

•

Using power from an energy buffer at present time will
require a future recharge of the buffer using the PPU and
thus an equivalent fuel cost. However, as regeneration
of energy charges the buffer for free, this cost can be
weighted by a suitable factor γ.
Charging the energy buffer at present time results in a fuel
cost now, but also an equivalent fuel gain in the future,
as the recharged energy can be used later on.

The equivalent costs are derived below by using the powerflow paths and efficiencies. Furthermore, FPEC energy is
used as the equivalent consumption, transforming this into fuel
is just a scaling. The controller is a function of the FPEC’s
current state, the SoC and the load. The parameter notation
used in the strategy statement is introduced in the derivation.
A. ECMS strategy

Pload [k] = PF P [k + 1] + Pbatt [k + 1],

(8)

is fulfilled, and the equivalent consumption minimised
WEQ = WF P + γWbatt

(9)

subject to the constraints (1)-(4). The equivalent costs are

Wbatt

ηF P

ηconv

DC/AC

Traction
EM

Load

ηconv

Fuel

DC/DC

ηdis
FPEC

ηF P

AC/DC

DC/DC

ηconv ηconv

Battery

ηch

Fig. 6. Powerflow when discharging. The path in the dashed box represents
the path for the equivalent consumption due to battery usage.

The powerflow paths and component efficiencies when
discharging the battery, Pbatt > 0, are shown in Fig. 6.
Let Pf uel denote the fuel power required to produce the
FPEC power PF P
Pf uel =

PF P
.
ηF P PF P (τ )

(12)

Then (10) can be recognised as the amount fuel required to
deliver the power PF P to the DC-link with the FPEC running
for ∆t seconds.
Furthermore, when the battery is providing the power Pbatt ,
to the DC-link for ∆t seconds, its energy contents is reduced
with
Pbatt
Wbattout =
∆t,
(13)
ηdis (Pbatt )ηconv
as the battery and the DC/DC converter have losses and
thus efficiencies ηx smaller than one. This energy reduction
requires a future recharge, using the FPEC, through the path
in the dashed box in Fig. 6. However, this recharge does not
have to occur over just ∆t seconds but over any time interval
[t1 , t2 ]. Hence, to restore the energy content this equation must
hold
Z t2
 2

Wbattout =
Pf uel (τ )ηF P PF P (τ ) ηconv
ηch PF P (τ ) dτ.
t1

For each sample time k, given the systems current states
PF P [k], SoC[k] and Pload [k], find the control signals PF P [k+
1] and Pbatt [k + 1] so that the present load power demand

WF P =

AC/DC

B. Equivalent discharge consumption

This power management strategy transforms all power usage
to a common equivalent energy form, for example fuel, hence
the name equivalent consumption. The power combination
which minimises a cost function of this equivalent consumption, subject to the system constraints, is then used.
Under the assumption that the system is charge sustaining,
that is, the charge of the energy storages are maintained over
time, the ideas of the ECMS can be summarised as:
•

FPEC

PF P
∆t
ηF P (PF P )ηconv

(10)


Pbatt ηconv ηch (Pbatt ηconv )η dis


∆t when Pbatt < 0

ηF P
(11)
=
Pbatt



∆t when Pbatt > 0
3
ηdis (Pbatt )ηconv
η F P η ch

(14)
But now quantities which are unknown appear. The future battery charge efficiency ηch (x) is unknown as it depends on the
future SoC and the future charge power. It is therefore approximated with a mean charge efficiency η ch . The future FPEC
usage efficiency ηF P (x) is also unknown and approximated by
a mean FPEC efficiency η F P . The converter efficiency ηconv
is assumed to be constant. By doing these substitutions in
(14) and rearranging, the equivalent fuel consumption when
discharging the battery can be expressed as
Z t2
Wbattout
Pf uel (τ )dτ =
,
(15)
2
η F P η ch ηconv
t1
with Wbattout described by (13).
C. Equivalent charge consumption
When the battery is charged with the power Pbatt < 0 from
the DC-link for ∆t seconds, its energy content increases with
Wbattin = Pbatt ηconv ηch (Pbatt ηconv )∆t

(16)
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DC/DC

ηch
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Fig. 7. Powerflow when charging. The path in the dashed box is the future
fuel saving path by charging the battery now.
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40

35

This energy, reduced by losses, can be used in the future, over
an unknown time interval, to provide the power Pbattout (t) to
the DC-link
Z t2
Pbattout (τ )
 dτ = Wbattin .
(17)
t1 ηconv ηdis Pbattout (τ )

By approximating the future battery discharge efficiency above
ηdis (Pbattout (τ )) with the mean value η dis and rearranging,
the available future battery energy can be expressed as
Z t2
Pbattout (τ )dτ = Wbattin ηconv η dis .
(18)
t1

If the same amount of energy instead is provided by the FPEC,
the following relationship must hold
Z t2

Pf uel (τ )ηF P PF P (τ ) ηconv dτ = Wbattin ηconv η dis .
t1

(19)
Finally, by approximating the FPEC efficiency with a mean
efficiency η F P and rearranging again, the equivalent fuel cost
for charging the battery is reached
Z t2
Wbattin η dis
,
(20)
Pf uel dτ =
ηF P
t1

with Wbattin given by (16).
D. Tuning parameters
The above derivation does not consider regeneration. If
brake energy can be regenerated, the battery can be charged
”for free” which reduces the equivalent battery cost. By using
the factor γ in (9) this can be taken into account. This factor
is often referred to as the equivalence factor and a suitable
value can be found in several ways.
The factor can be seen as a design parameter and be
optimised until a good compromise between PPU and energy
storage is found. Another approach is to estimate how much
regeneration that usually occurs and choose a value based on
that [3]. Adaptive calculation during driving has also been
suggested [14].
In this study, we wanted to compare PPUs, but regeneration
of energy is also affecting the fuel consumption with an
amount mainly determined by the size of the energy storage
and the propelling electrical machine. To decrease this influence, we only allow regeneration to the DC-link, thus only a
small fraction of energy can be regained and little influence
on the total fuel consumption is expected. A γ = 1 was used
in our ECMS.
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Fig. 8. ECMS control surfaces for fixed PF P old = 45 kW. Negative Pbatt
represents flow into the battery.
TABLE I
F UEL CONSUMPTION RESULTS .
Vehicle

Strategy

DG vehicle:
FPEC vehicle:

Load following
Load following
ECMS
Linear Optim.

litres/10km
0.510
0.473
0.414
0.385

The future mean efficiencies was chosen by iterating the
simulation model with the ECMS controller, until the mean
efficiencies at the end of the cycle, and the values used in the
controller, are the same.
An example of the control surfaces this strategy generates
are shown in Fig. 8. The surfaces represents the possible
reference signals when the FPEC’s current state is PF P = 45
kW. As the FPEC only can change its value with up to 7.5
kW under a sample interval, the reference value exists only
for the points that are feasible, as seen in the left figure.
In the right figure the battery reference is shown. When the
load decreases, and the FPEC still has a high value, more of the
power is used for charging the battery. Hence, the controller
seems to behave in a desirable way and makes good use of
the available power.
V. R ESULTS AND

CONCLUSIONS

We simulated the FPEC vehicle with a load-following
strategy and with the ECMS strategy. The drive cycle used
was the Federal Test Procedure 75 (FTP75) shown in Fig. 9.
In addition, the optimal lowest fuel consumption for this cycle
was achieved from the LP approach.
The results are provided in Table I, and we see that the
FPEC vehicle has 7 % lower consumption than the DG
reference vehicle when in load following mode. This is mainly
a result of the higher PPU efficiency. With the ECMS strategy,
however, 19 % improvement compared to the DG vehicle,
and 13 % compared to the FPEC in load-following mode, is
achieved. The better utilisation of the battery-FPEC combination has paid of.

FTP75 [km/h]
Battery SoC [%]

100
50
0

0

500

1000

1500

0

500

1000
Time [s]

1500

70
60
50

Fig. 9. The upper plot displays the FTP75 drive cycle. The lower plot shows
the SoC variation from optimisation (lower line), and from simulation with
ECMS (upper line).

However, it is not fair to directly compare the ECMS
result with the DG result, as the DG vehicle’s efficiency
also may increase with an ECMS strategy. Nevertheless, the
trend is apparent; a PPU with the FPEC’s performance would
significantly increase an SHEV’s performance.
By comparing the above results with the optimal solution
of 0.385 litres/10km, we conclude that, under the assumptions
and approximations made, further improvements in fuel consumption are possible, but the ECMS still results in good performance. However, the controller parameters have not been
optimised, hence other values of γ and the mean efficiencies
may result in even better performance.
In Fig. 9, we see that neither the ECMS strategy, nor the
LP procedure utilises the entire allowed SoC range. This is
good for battery lifetime, but also an indication that the size
of the Prius battery pack is larger than required for an FPEC
vehicle. Reduction of the battery pack and perhaps replacing
it, or combining it, with super capacitors is something that
needs further investigation. On the other hand, a small battery
pack reduces the ability to store regenerated energy.
To summarise, the FPEC is a promising emerging technology for road vehicles that can reduce fuel consumption and
emissions in the future.
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A PPENDIX

TABLE II
V EHICLE PARAMETERS AND COMPONENT DATA .
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ηconv
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η ch , η dis used in ECMS
η F P used in ECMS
∆t sample time in ECMS

Value
1500
1.490 × 1.725
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45
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50
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42/105
20
600
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kg
m
kW
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kW
ms
s
kW
kWh
kW
mF
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